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Chapter I: Introduction

It's Saturday night. You think about going to a movie, a relatively inexpensive endeavor, but the
ones you would like to see still involve waiting on long lines. You contemplate a nice dinner out,
and that new Italian place probably won't be crowded, but you're over your credit limit. A
Broadway show would be fun, and you can get cheap tickets at Duffy Square \\,ithout waiting too
long, but you hesitate to ride the New York subways at night. What will you do?
Suppose that you are a computer operator. You are leisurely sipping a soda \\,hen you notice that
operating system queue space is almost exhausted. Scrambling to resolve the problem, you fmd that
a huge dataset is waiting for a designated printer, but that the printer is currently disabled. You
could just delete the dataset, but that would anger the affected user. You could print the dataset
on a high-speed printer that only uses expensive paper, but that would waste resources. You think
about copying the dataset to tape and printing it later when things have cahned down, but that's a
lot of work for you and greatly increases the user's turnaround time. You contemplate sending the
dataset back to the user's private disk storage, hut that will require him 1 to send it hack to the operating system later on and \vil1likewise increase his turnaround titne. You must do something
because additional output is being generated on the queue and its complete exhaustion will crash
the system. What will you do?
The need to choose among competing alternatives is ubiquitous in reasoning. \\'e face judgementintensive choices in aU sorts of settings, from the mundane and unimportant (choosing an activity
on a Saturday evening) to the highly technical and important (choo~ing an action to avoid a crisis
in a computer installation). The field of inquiry concerned \vith addressing such choices in a fonna!,
structured fashion is known as deci.fion analysi.r, described hy Ralph Keeney (1982) as 'a
fonnalization of common sense for decision problems which are too complex for infonnal use of
common sense'.
Our work rests upon the view that decision analysis provides a particularly desirable model for
making complex choices among competing alternatives in intelligent systems. 2 The potential for
employing decision-analytic models in intelligent system architectures motivates the construction
of facilities for automatically explaining decision-theoretic choices and for helping users to incrementally refme the knowledge underlying them, as it is by no\v agreed that automated explanation
and acquisition are important supporting capabilities for any intelligent system. l'he proposed
thesis addresses the problem of providing such facilities.
Specifically, we propose to develop a system called lJl'II} which takes an additil'e multiattribute
value function (a restricted decision-theoretic model to be described later) Clnd supplementary
knowledge structures as input, and uses this infonnation to interactively help the user to understand
the justification for choices and to modify the underlying value function \\·hrn such justifications
are deemed unconvincing. \Ve believe that the task of developing such a system is interesting,
challenging, and tractable.
UTIL's successful completion \vould provide contributions to both artificial intelligence (1\1) and
decision analysis. From the perspective of AI, lrrlt, \vould extend previous \vork in automated
explanation and knowledge acquisition, being among ,the first efforts to provide facilities for explaining and refining decision-theoretic choices. As the existence of such facilities \vould encourage
Masculine references such as 'him' are used throughout this document a5 a convenient alternative to references like
'him or her' and are not intended to connote gender.
We employ the general term intelligent system throughout this document rather than lcrrns such as expert system
or decision support system so as not to limit the discussion to particular architectures for computer-based dccisionmaking.
Utll (sometimes spelled utile) refers to a hypothesized unit of 'utility' or satisfaction.
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the use of decision-analytic models in intelligent system architectures, lJrII \vould also provide a
contribution to intelligent systems research. From the decision-analytic perspective, facilities for
automatically justifying choices may play an important rolc in influencing the behavior of decision
makers. Facilities for incrementally restructuring decision-theoretic models \vould address important open problems in decision analysis such as how to capture changing preferences over time and
how to handle bias in decision-theoretic models. In addition, useful facilities for refining decisiontheoretic models would help to reduce the demands on methods for acquiring such models from
scratch, another active research area in decision analysis. These contributions are discussed in more
detail in chapter VII.
I

While the proposed work may be said to lie at the crossroads of decision analysis and AI, this
document is written assuming that the audience is familiar with 1\.1 and less familiar with decision
theory. We apologize to the complement of this audience, \vho will find the expository sections on
decision theory uninteresting (although we have tried to flag these in the text) and sections which
tersely refer to AI architectures and wen-known works in i\lless than clear.
The document is organized as follows. Chapter II motivates the development of UT]L, largely
consisting of arguments which support the employment of decision-theoretic tnodcls in intelligent
systems. In chapter 1]1, we provide a more explicit staternent of our proposed goals and the research issues which arise in attempting to meet them. Next, we take a stcp back to review related
foundational works relevant previous efforts, and works which contrast \vith our proposed approach, in chapter IV. Chaptcr V is intended to communicate the flavor of thc solutions we are
seeking in response to the problems identified in chapter 111. Chapter VI describes our research
plans. Chapter VII reviews the potential contributions of the proposed work in detail.
t
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Chapter II: Motivation and Problem Statemellt
The proposed research is motivated by pragmatic concerns regarding the usage of intelligent systems. The work focuses on the goal of making such systems more useful, rather than that of
modelling cognition, exploring the nature of intcHigence, or other goals commonly associated with
artificial intelligence.
Specifically, we are interested in facilitating the developmcnt, operation, and maintenance of large
intelligent systems that involve complex choices among cOlnpeting alternatires. The process of
choosing among alternatives may be the sole task of an intelligent system or a component task of
some more encompassing reasoning framework.
In this chapter we argue for the use of decision theory as a mechanism for choosing among competing alternatives in intelligent systems, and motivate the development of sophisticated facilities for
(i) explaining choices that are based on decision-theoretic tnodels and for (ii) refining such models
on an ongoing basis. The discussion proceeds as follows.
In section 1 we note that every intelligent system encompasses J01nC paradigm for making choices,
and we delineate the roles of implicit and explicit models of choice in such systems. In section 2
we build upon this distinction by describing an application which employs an implicit model where
an explicit model would have been more appropriate, and expose the resulting difficulties. Ilaving
motivated interest in explicit models of choice, we take a step back in section 3 to examine some
general characteristics which render such models suitable for (i) making competcnt choices, (ii)
justifying these choices, and (iii) incremental modification. Ncxt, in section 4, we introduce
decision-theoretic models and describe a particular model which ""'ill provide the focus for the
proposed research. In section 5 we examine these models in light of the desiderata of section 3,
concluding that they provide desirable machinery for making complex, kno\\~lcdge-based choices in
intelligent systems. It follows that automated facilities for explaining and refining choices should
be constructed, as we explain in section 6.

1. Explicit models of choice in intelligent systems
Before addressing the relative merits of using decision-theoretic models in intelligent systems, we
take a broad look at the nature of choices in such systems and the models \vhich support them.

1.1 Implicit and explicit models of choice
The reasoning machinery of any intelligent system constructed to petform any task in any domain
encompasses -- either implicitly or explicitly -- one or more paradigms for making choices. Objects
in intelligent systems (e.g., propositions to assert, rules to fire, suhgoals to prove, program statements to execute, recommendations to display for users) may be chosen or ordered 4 according to
one or more of the following methods:
1.

A priori ordering: This describes, for example, procedures in traditional programming languages (in which statements are ordered for execution) and priority conflict resolution algorithms in production systems (in which rules are ordered for execution).

2.

Ordering according to a hard-wired (black box) algoritlun: J~xamplcs of this scheme include
hard-wired conflict resolution algorithms (e.g., those employing special case, recency,
distinctiveness rules (McDermott & Porgy J978) or comhinations thereof as in OPSS (Porgy
1981») and most heuristic evaluation functions in Al game-playing programs (Nilsson 1980).

4

In this context, an ordering is simply the result of repeated choosing.
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3.

Arbitrary orderingS: l~his describes, for example, arhitrary selection rules in production systems (McDermott & Forgy 1978) and subgoal selection schemes in sorne IOglc programming
languages.

4.

Ordering according to a coherent model of choice that is parameterized by domain knowledge:
Examples of this scheme include hand-crafted selection schemes in medical therapy planning
systems (e.g., Clancey 1984) and production systems driven by decision-theoretic models (e.g.,
White & Sykes 1986).

If objects are ordered according to any of (I) through (3), we might say that the employed model
of choice is implicit, in that the domain-specific factors underlying the choice (c.g., objectives, expressions of desirability) are not explicitly represented. In the case of (I), the justification for the
ordering of objects remains outside the system, stored away in the programmer's mind. In (2), the
basis for choices lies hidden in the code which implements the selection algorithm. In (3) there is
effectively no identifiable knowledge driving choices.
If choices are made using some fonn of (4), we call the model of choice explicit. Elements of explicit
models of choice include:
•

There exists some natural and clear correspondence bct\veen the computational objects of selection (e.g., rules, procedures, values, logical assertions) and objects in the domain (e.g.,
therapies, dinner entrees, power plant recovery procedures).

•

The factors driving choices (e.g., the need to maximize safety, the likelihood of anergic reaction) are explicitly represented.

•

The factors driving choices are combined according to some theory of choice (e.g., utility theory, Bayes' theorem).

Explicit models may be encoded 'top-level' structures or as component structures of more complex
models. In the former case, the model of choice is the principal reasoning machinery of the system
and the sole mission of such a system is to help the user to choose between competing alternatives
in some knowledge-intensive domain. In the latter case, where the model of choice is one component of an intelligent system which coexists with other structures, the proces~ of choosing among
alternatives works in cooperation with other distinct kno",·ledge-based tasks such as generating or
invoking those alternatives.

1.2 Roles for implicit an,d explicit ",odels
We can examine the respective roles of implicit and explicit models of choicc in tenns of the general
capabilities that intel1igent systems are intended to support: competent reasoning, automated explanation, and automated acquisition. Por models of choice, conlpetent rraJoning refers to the
process of responsibly selecting among competing alternatives. Rxplanation involves generating a
convincing justification for the choice of a particular alternative. A cquiJitinn refers to the capture
of infonnation which supports knowledge-intensive choices. Acquisition may viewed as occurring
in two distinct phases: initial acquisition and iterative refinement. Initial acquiJition essentiaI1y
involves capturing the knowledge which underlies choices 'from scratch'. Refinement involves incrementally modifying this knowledge. lnere are several reasons why a model of choice may require repairs (see Zeleny 1982), including errors in initial acquisition, changes in the attitudes of
experts over time, and changes in the decision-making situation such as the introduction of new
alternatives or objectives.

Formally speaking, of course, deterministic computers do not adrnit any nolion of arbitrariness. As used here, the
term refers to the absence of any rationale underlying an ordering, in the same spirit as soft\vare manuals which
warn of 'unpredictable results~ for inputs which deviate from expectations.
Chapter II: Motivation and Problem Statement
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Implicit models of choice suffice for intelligent system domains in which the process of choosing
is not knowledge-intensive and hence is not considered to be an important part of the reasoning
process per see In such cases, there is no need to reason about choices, to explain the basis for
choices, or to acquire new infonnation which underlies choices.
But the need to choose among competing alternatives frequently arises in reasoning. InteJligent
agents face explicit, knowledge-intensive choices in a1l sorts of settings, from the mundane and unimportant (choosing an activity on a Saturday evening, choosing an entree at dinner, choosing a
shirt, choosing a seat in the living room) to the highly technical and critical (choosing a procedure
for recovering from a fault in a nuclear power plant, choosing a therapy for treating a cancer patient,
choosing the site for a new factory, choosing a route for trucking hazardous chemicals).
In domains in which choices are central, knowledge-intensive elements of the task that the program
is designed to perform, explicit models of choice are appropriate. In particular, explicit models are
employed to compute 'intelligent' choices, to provide a basis for automatically justifying choices,
and to provide for systematically capturing and recapturing the knowledge which underlies choices.
The purpose of the models, these supporting capabilities, and the relationship between them may
be described differently depending upon whether one employs the model of choice to support the
prescriptive or descriptive view of decision making. 6
Taking the prescriptive view, we employ an explicit model to tell U.f how to choose in particular
situations based on the infonnation we provide about choosing for a general class of problems. This
view requires that the model implement some rational theory of choice. The essential idea is that
instead of encoding choices directly (i.e., implicitly), we encode the factors \vhich underlie choices
and rely on a model to combine these factors to arrive at a 'correct' choice. \Vhile the prescriptive
perspective implies that the model's choices need not always agree with users' intuitions, it is not
true that users should be expected to blindly accept them. Indeed, users \vill be inclined to believe
the model's prescriptions only if convincing justifications for them can he generated. In cases where
these justifications fail to convince the user, he will want to iteratively modify portions of the model
(through an acquisition program) until the justifications for prescriptions seem more convincing.
In contrast, the descriptive view portrays the model of choice as a description of how we might
choose. Under this view, an explicit model of choice serves as a device for predicting choices (Green
& Srinivasan 1978) or for describing how choices are made (through an explanation facility). An
explanation facility may also be used to verify that this description (model) is correct. The acquisition facilities provide the means to repair this description so that meaningful explanations and
predictions may be generated.
In summary, many intelligent systems will need to employ explicit models of choice -- as either
top-level or component structures -- because choosing among alternatives is a central clement of
reasoning in many domains. Such models are necessary to support the sound formulation of
choices, the generation of justifications for these choices, and the modification of domain-specific
knowledge which underlies these choices. We ground this general statement in ~pecifics in the next
section by examining the limitations of an intelligent system which' employs an itnplicit model of
choice where an explicit model would have been more appropriate.

2. A motivating application: intelligent process control
The proposed work was first motivated by the need for more effective intelligent procesJ control
systems, that is, systems which aid experts in (or completely automate) the management of complex
physical systems such as nuclear power plants and large computer complexes. lbese systems are
distinguished from more traditional control systems (e.g., Stcphanopoulou8 1984, Ray 1981) by
6

For a thorough discussion see (Keen & Scott Morton 1978).
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their employment of heuristic methods which mimic the reasoning of plant experts in addition to
(e.g., Astrom 1986, DeJong 1983) or instead of (e.g., Chester ]984, r,nnis et al. 19&6) mathematical
models of plant behavior and rigid control sequences for plant operation.
Work in this area is abundant, with applications in domains such as manufacturing (Wright et a1.
1982), space systems (Scarl 1985), chemical processing (Chester 1984), nuclear power generation
(Nelson 1982), computer operations management (Ennis et a1. 1986), and several others. In fact,
there has been sufficient interest in such applications to motivate the construction of specialpurpose shells for intelligent control (e.g., PICON (Moore 1984), YES/tJ (Cruise et a1. 1987». In
addition, there has been significant activity in the development of general representations for qualitative reasoning about physical systems (e.g., de Kleer & Brown 1984, Porbus 1984) which might
prove useful in intelligent control applications. 7
The need to make careful choices between competing alternatives frequently arises in the domains
of intelligent control. Por example, in perfonning diagnostic tasks, experts must carefully select
among potential tests that might be initiated to ascertain the state of target system components so
as to balance testing costs, the value of infonnation yielded by tests, disruption to the target system
and its environment, the safety of plant employees and of neighboring residents, and several other
factors. In repairing physical systems (usually following a diagnosis), experts must often choose
between numerous potential options ranging from temporary 'fixes' to the replacement of faulty
components with new ones, guided by similar objectives.
One well-known example of an intelligent control system which encompasses such choices is
YES/MVS (Ennis et at 86), a forward-chaining rule-based system (implemented in OPS5 (Forgy
1981) and LISP/VM (1984» which is designed to assist computer operators in the management of
large industrial computer installations. YES/MVS is comprised of several 'dotnain specialists'
which perfonn distinct tasks such as routine operations (e.g., s\vapping buffers, startup, shutdown),
diagnosis and recovery from hardware and software failures, and job scheduling.
JESQ is a YES/MVS specialist which continually monitors and actively manages (MVSjJES3)
operating system queue space, and exemplifies the complexity of making effective operational
choices in intelligent control domains. JESQ served as the vehicle system for the author's master's
thesis (Klein 1985), and its limitations with regard to effectively choosing among competing operational actions provided the initial motivation for the current enterprise. As such, we expose these
limitations -- which characterize rule-based expert systems in general (Cromarty 1985, Sauers &
Walsh 1983) -- in the remainder of this section.
A disclaimer: It is important to note that the .lESQ (YES/MVS) project represented an investigation of research issues in realtime, active expert systems, not of representations for making
knowledge-based choices. At the time of its dcveloptTIcnt (heginning in ]QR2), YI~S/MVS was
among the frrst realtime expert systems \vhich exerted direct (closed-loop) control over its environment, and thus, we consciously focussed on issues concerning realtime reasoning and controLS
Our strategy for making choices (and for addressing other requirements not related to realtime
control, per se) was to use standard techniques (with little or no innovation) so as not to deviate
from our research focus. The point of this disclaimer is that (i) .lESQ is 'typical' in its approach to
making choices in rule-based systems, (ii) this approach givcs rise to several important problems for
intelligent control and other ktlo\vlcdge-based systems, and (iii) the identification of these problems
is not meant to discredit JESQ (or YES/MVS) in that \\-'ork to\vard their solution \vas intentionally
avoided in order to concentrate on other issues.
See (Klein 1986) for a dctailed review and (Bobrow 1985) for a rcpre~enlati\'c collection of papers.
For details regarding this inve~ligation sec (K lein & Milliken 19&4, Ennis et al. 1984a,b.c. M ilJiken 1984, Milliken et
al. 1985, Cruise et a1. 1986a,b,c, Ennis et a1. 1986, Klein et at. 1986. Chou et a1. 1986, Cruise cl al. 1987). For a
general discussion of the requirements of active expert ~yslems that \vas inspired by the project sec (Klein & Finin
1987).
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The following section provides the background knowledge needed to appreciate .1ESQ's task. This
description also serves to impart the domain knowledge upon which most examples in the proposal
are based, so we ask the reader to bear with us. Next, we provide a detailed description of JESQ's
architecture and its limitations, \vhich serve, in part, as practical motivation for the proposed thesis.
A more detailed description appears in (Klein 1985).

2.1 JESQ's domain
Job Entry Subsystem (JES) queue space is a common resource (disk storage) in IBM system environments for the staging of computer jobs before, during and after execution. Jobs are normally
deleted from the queue space once output has been completed to a printer, a transmission line, or
other output medium. JES queue space is also used by JES itself as a scratch area for executing its
functions. In addition, JES maintains batch job output for online vic\ving (via 10M's Time Sharing
Option (TSO) software) in the JES queue space area.
Operations management is concerned with monitoring the amount of available queue ~pacc because
its depletion requires restarting the system, potentially inconveniencing all systern users for a substantial period of time. Of course, the problem could be eliminated from time to time by employing
the 'brute force' strategy of allocating more and more disk storage to .lES as needed (although this
allocation is fixed at system startup time). But this tradeoff of effective space management (labor
already paid for) for additional physical storage (capital) is naturally frowned upon by management,
representing an expensive and temporary 'fix' in the absence of identifiahle increases in system
workload.
The operator may take several protective and corrective actions \\,hen queue space begins to diminish, and these may be described in tenns of three general goals:

•

Protect remaining queue space: The operator must protect the space that remains when
dangerously low (e.g., 50/0). Por example, the operator may vary the main processor oflline,
blocking the initiation of additional jobs which could generate output on the queue.

•

Free queue space: The operator can manipulate various devices and operating system parameters to free queue space. For example, the operator may run DJ (for Dump Job) to copy large
jobs from the queue to tape, and then reinstate them for printing once the queue space situation has improved. Alternatively, the operator may change parameter settings on printers to
allow jobs with special characteristics (e.g., special paper or security requirements) to print.
The operator may also change the maximum line count limits on printcrs set to favor small
jobs in cases where large jobs are waiting and small johs \vill soon all he printed. The operator
can additional1y reroute large jobs destincd for slo\v printcrs to faster printers \vith a relatively
light load.

•

Diagnose and eliminate the causers) of queue space depletion: In some cases, there exists a direct cause-effect relationship between the actions of an environmental agent (e.g., user, operator, device) and a queue space problem. Por example, a printer might not he operational, or
a link to another system might be down. In such cases, the operator must correct the problem
as well as restore the queue to an acceptable state in a reasonahle amount of time.

Significant judgement is required of the operator in choosing among competing actions. For example, output stored for online (TSO) viewing can be purged from the queue by using DJ, by requesting action from the user himself, by printing the job, or even by deleting the job. In general,
choices between competing actions are based on a set of underlying decision criteria which includes:
•

anticipated impact on queue space resulting from the successful execution of the action;
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•

operator convenience, including the amount of time spent by the operator in executing an operational heuristic and the amount of 'work' involved;9

•

material cost of the action in excess of originally scheduled processing;

•

user satisfaction, including considerations of user turnaround time, the additional time expended by the user himself in accomplishing his processing goals,lO and the difference in the
quality of his output from that requested; and

•

the speed with which actions may be executed.

As no event in the computer operations environment is certain, it is the case that probabilistic
factors also come into play. For example, the 'recent success' of particular actions might factor into
the decision when some facility is not correctly operating, as in the case of a device which seems
to 'ignore' commands issued to it. Given that some devices exhibit this behavior more than once,
we might additionally consider that the 'track record' of actions over the cumulative history of their
execution be included as a factor which underlies operational decisions. But practically speaking,
we should more or less ignore such probabilistic concerns in this domain, for if they become predominant considerations, the devices which give rise to them should be replaced. In any event, it
would be very difficult (and certainly not worth the effort) to develop prohahility distribution
functions to describe such behavior. As any model represents an abstraction of reality, in this domain it is appropriate for the process of choosing to reflect the assumption that the outcomes of
actions occur with certainty.

2.2 Organization of JESQ's knoJvledge hase
As in most rule-based systems, the essential unit of knowledge in JESQ is the rule. Our goal was
essentially to map each operational heuristic recorded in the installation's run hook l1 directly into
a rule, and to encode a standard set of rules for perfonning supporting tasks such as querying the
status of the target system. In this way, the benefits of modularity and mutual independence of
heuristics often associated with the rule-based paradigm would be realized, allo\ving the installation
to add, modify, and delete heuristics with ease as the installation evolved. As will be described, most
of the JESQ's limitations are due to its inability to select the best heuristics at any point in time.
Rules in JESQ are grouped along two orthogonal dimensions: by function (c.g., query submission,
infonnation collection) and by problem severity (as a function of space left on the queue), as described in the following sections.

2.2.1 Rule grouping by function
JESQ's rules are grouped in functional classes. Each functional class is associated with a priority
which detennines which rule will be invoked when rules from more than one class are concurrently
satisfied in a given iteration of the recognize/act cycle. 12
JESQ's rule groups include:
•

10

11
12

System Initialization and Control: This group contains rules that create the abstract internal
model of the target system environment, enable and disable groups of rules as a function of the
Time and work are not equivalent in this context. For example, most operators would rather spend 5 minutes submitting commands through their consoles than spend the same 5 minutcs moving hcavy boxes of paper.
Resubmitting jobs deleted by operators and talking to operators over the phone are two examples of actions which
consume users' time.
A run book is a list of procedures supplied to operators which de~cribcs the appropriate courses of action for dealing
with anticipated problems and routine requirements.
We augmented OPS5 connict resolution wilh a priority mechanism. The set of satisfied rules is first reduced to
contain only those of the same priority, and the resulting set is resolved on the basis of recency of information and
specificity of antecedent conditions (i.e. OPSS connict rcsolution).
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severity of the queue space problem at hand, and suppress ccrtain actions when specified by
the operator.

•

Periodic Query SubmisJion and Timeout l/andling: This group controls the periodic querying
of target system resource states. Query intervals are based on estimates of the reliability over
time of the informati~n being captured. Rules are also included to resubmit queries that have
been lost in transmission (i.e., timed out).

•

Information Collection and Data Reduction/Expansion: This group includes rules that collect
target system messages and update .JESQ's internal model accordingly. Portions of this abstract model appear in the antecedents of the Knowledge-Based Action rules \vhich take space
management actions. Some rules in this group map a single response working memory element (wme) into a single internal model wme. Other rules pcrfonn data reduction, manipulating multiple response wmes to produce a single summary \vrnc that is referenced by the
Knowledge-Based Action rules. Still other rules perform data expansion, supplying attributes
with values that are only implied by target system responses.

•

Miscellaneous Cleanup and ReJponJc Collision Collection: This rule group deletes target system
responses and expert system-generated goals from working memory. Rules in this group also
delete asynchronously arriving responses to duplicatc queries that have heen delayed by failing
or sluggish target system resources.

•

Knmvledge-Based Action: The above described groups exist to support the Knowledge-Based
Action rules which encode queue space management policy. Rules arc included to protect the
remaining queue space, to set up for space-freeing actions, to reset target system parameters
when space returns to acceptable levels, to free queue space when a problem exists, and to alert
the operator to potential problems that cannot be further diagnosed \vithout additional information. These rules are further decomposed into three subgroups of varying priority: low-,
medium-, and high-priority-knowledge-baJed-actions.

Thus priorities are used for t\VO purposes in JESQ: (i) to proceduralizc the execution of rule groups
and (ii) to indicate the relative desirability of plans encoded by Knowledge-based Action rules. The
limitations of interest in this section concern the latter usage.

2.2.2 Rule grouping by problem severity
Groups of rules are enabled/disabled dynamically during expert system execution according to the
severity of the queue space problem at hand. Por example, a drastic action such as varying the main
processor offline is appropriate when only 3% of the queue space remains, but not when 100/0 remains. To implement this knowledge, thresholds of space left are mapped to five symbolic processing modes (NORMAL, WA1'CII, P()KE, SOL,VE, and PANIC:), each a~s()ciated with range
of space left on the JES queue. Some actions are limited to a single processing mode (e.g., varying
the main processor omine). Other actions span multiple processing modes (e.g., raising the line limit
on a printer).

2.3 Critique of JESQ
Ilaving described JESQ's domain and its architecture, we can no\v proceed to expose the limitations
of that architecture with respect to its domain-specific requirements.

JESQ surely takes reasonable actions; the system ran successfully at IBM's \Vatson Research
Center for most of a year and received a favorable response from operations staff. But we have no
justification for believing that JESQ takes the best actions at any point in time because JESQ
contains no explicit model for making choices. The relative desirability of knowledge-based actions
is represented by the three priority levels (low, medium, high), and the assignment of these priorities
to individual heuristics takes place outside the system. Because selecting among competing
Chapter II: Motivation and Problem Statement
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heuristics is a complex and knowledge-intensive task, we have no reason to hclieve that assigning
priorities 'by the seat of the pants' produces optimal results. 13
Another problem with JESQ's selection scheme is that it lacks robustness. ~rhe overall behavior
of JESQ is extremely sensitive to the assignment of priorities. In effect, the complex set of considerations which underlie the selection of priorities (see section 2. I) have been bundled into a single
symbol. Given that priorities are assigned with some degree of arhitrariness, JESQ's behavior may
be described as somewhat arbitrary.
Another limitation of JESQ concerns it transparency. While JESQ provides (canned) explanations
regarding how recommended actions achieve the goals of queue space management, it offers no
justification as to why particular actions are preferred to others. Again, this is because there is no
explicit model of choice in JESQ. Since the factors underlying priority assignment are not represented in the system, the best explanation that JESQ might generate would be to merely display the
priority of the chosen heuristic or to compare its priority with the priority of another. Because
JESQ cannot justify its choices, operations managers have no basis for deciding if Jl~SQ's operation
correctly reflects the goals of the installation or for identifying how its kno\vledge base might be
enhanced.
JESQ's most objectionable flaws concern the difficulty involved in integrating ne\v heuristics with
existing ones, again due to the lack of an explicit model of choice. Since the considerations underlying the selection of competing heuristics are nowhere represented in the system, changes to the
knowledge base must be addressed as a programming task. It is up to the knowledge engineer to
hack the rules such that the desired behavior is achieved, if in fact that behavior can be identified.
In order to intelligently manipulate the priority of a rule in .lESQ, it is required that the knowledge
engineer understand the basis for the priorities of all existing rules in the kno\vledge base and that
he be able to envision all potential conflict sets of interest. Ponnulating priorities for new heuristics
is especially difficult, in that the considerations underlying priority selection may be forgotten by
the knowledge engineer over time so that priorities are not assigned according to any consistent
scheme. If mu'ltiple _knowledge engineers maintain the system, this will almost surely be the case.
Thus, while it is certainly easy to augment or change the rules in JESQ's kno\vledge base, it is almost impossible to ensure that rules will be invoked at the proper points of execution.
The ability to modify the kno\vledge base is especially important in JESQ's domain, where the
environment -- and hence, the knowledge concerning its control -- is subject to frequent change.
Typical changes in the real world that are reflected in the way the instal1ation is managed include,
for example, changes in the installation's abstract goals (c.g., the introduction of new safety standards), changes in the relationship between those goals (e.g., increased cost consciousness, perhaps
at the expense of quality of service), changes to the target system configuration \\,hich create new
operational alternatives (e.g., the introduction of a new printer to the machine room), changes to
the target system configuration which modify the characteristics of existing operational alternatives
(e.g., the replacement of parts on existing printers), and others. Given that intelligent control systems like JESQ will contain hundreds (or in some cases thousands) of operational heuristics, the
integration of new or modified heuristics cannot be pragmatically vic\ved as a programming-level
task.
From an operational viewpoint, then, we need to be able to view JESQ as a ,tlorehouse of transparent, evolving heuristics for managing queue space which reflects the current goals of installation
management at any given time. Our inability to do so is principally due to JESQ's lack of an explicit model of choice. JESQ thus provides a convincing case study \vhich supports the hypothesis
13

This is confirmed by experiments in which we presented several operators with the same description of an operational situation and a set of alternative actions. We asked the operators to rank those actions and failed to receive the
same rankings from all the operators. Given that some ranking is optimal, it must be the case that some of the operators produced suboptimal rankings.
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that at least some intelligent systems require an explicit model of choice. l·he inclusion of such a
model would have provided a basis for organizing JESQ's numerous operational heuristics and for
justifying those heuristics to operations managers. Rut what sort of explicit rTIodel of choice might
have best served these purposes? What propertics render explicit models of choice useful for intelligent systems? These questions are taken up next.

3. Desiderata for explicit models of choice in intelligent systems
Explicit models of choice are necessary to support the cornputation, explanation, and refinement
of complex choices in intelligent systems. In this section \VC enumerate some of the characteristics
of models of choice which facilitate the support of these capabilities. To summarize the discussion
that follows, these include:
•

competence: The notion of beJt in a model of choice should be \vell defined. The model should
be robust, meaning that the outcome of choosing does not rely on a single or just a few symbols which may not have been accurately captured. Thc model should bc economical, in both
its storage and processing requirements. l·he model should be general, \vith application beyond
a single or only a few domains.

•

transparency.' The model should be comprised of objects \vhich are meaningful to users in
isolation and are combined in an intelligible way. The model should be composable so that
the level of detail in explanations can be varied as users desire.

•

ease of construction and evolution: l·here should be some systematic \vay to build the model.
Moreover, the modcl should support graceful extension and modification, i.e., it should be
possible to add or modify onJy those portions \\yhich must be molded to reflect reality. The
model of choice itself should provide for the graceful extension of the set of ohjects from which
it chooses.

We elaborate on these desiderata in the following sections.

3.1 Competence
First, the notion of best in a model of choice should be well defined. rrhc behavior of the model
must reflect some underlying theory and be based on some agreeable set of assumptions. If it is
not, we have no basis for understanding why it produces seemingly correct results when in fact we
intuitively agree with those results. More importantly, we have no basis for understanding if or why
it fails when the results are counterintuitive. In the latter casc, we are forced to 'hack' at the model
until the desired behavior is achieved. lJnder the prescriptive view, \ve don't even know what this
behavior should be, and hence, what sort of hacking we should do.
Second, the model of choice should be robuJt, meaning that the outcome of choosing does not
solely depend on a small sct of subjectively assigned values. Rather, \ve \vant such elusive quantities
as choice-related preferences to be distributed over a larger set of symbols (each with finer-grained
semantics) so that small errors in model inputs change the overall results accordingly, or idcally,
cancel each other out.
Third, the model should be economical, in both its storage and processing requirements, since
models of choice often playa central role in processing. Por example, the conflict resolution algorithms of production systems are invoked on every iteration of the recognize/act cycle. Another
example, heuristic evaluation functions are executed with each move in game-playing programs.

Finally, the model should be general, with application beyond a single or only a few domains. If
we employ customized models for every intclligent system \ve build, \ve require knowledge engineers
to develop an understanding of each and every model employed. In addition, \VC arc forced to build
Chapter II: Motivation and Problem Statement
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acquisition and explanation facilities for several models, which in turn force intelligent system users
to think in terms of several models.

3.2 Transparency
The model must provide the basis for justifying choices. As transparency is a critical determinant
of user acceptance for intelligent systems in general Creach & ShortlifTe 1981), it is especially important for justifying the choices computed by normative models, since those choices may, on the
surface, seem counterintuitive. The justifications must themselves, however, be intuitively appealing in order to be convincing. Thus, the model must explicitly represent infoonation which will
convince users that a chosen alternative is the best one, i.e., they must contain the 'right stuff', and
in isolation.
We would also like our justifications to focus upon the "important' aspects of choice in any particular situation, while providing the user with the flexibility to probe further into any aspect of the
choice which will better confirm or deny the model's results. Thus, \ve advocate models of choice
which are composable so that choices may be justified in logical fragments.
Finally, it is desirable for the combining operations of a model choice to he intelligible so that users
can comprehend how isolated elements of the model influence its overall behavior.

3.3 Ease of construction and el'olution
There must be some systematic way to build the model. l~he structure of the model itself must
suggest the type of infonnation to be encoded within it.
Moreover, the model should support graceful extension and modification. As the knowledge
underlying complex choices will have to be iteratively captured, it should be possible to modify only
those portions which must be molded to reflect reality. Thus, we require that pieces of the model
be composable so that suhproblems of the overall choice problem may be addressed in isolation.
In particular, we require the capability to (i) add new factors which underlie the choice to the model
as they are identified, (ii) specify existing factors in more dctail as required, and (iii) change the relationship between existing factors as required.

Finally, the model of choice must provide for the graceful extension of the ~et of objects from which
it chooses. This is among the primary motivations for employing an explicit model of choice: The
model should allow us to describe an arbitrary number of objects from \'vhich to choose, specifying
only their characteristics in terms of the factors which undcrlie their selection. rrhe model of choice
itself thus serves as a mechanism for IOglcally integrating nc\v objects into the set to be chosen from.
We should be able to describe the objects in isolation and let the model of choice do the rest.

4. Decision-theoretic models and the AMVM
The framework of decision analysis is concerned with choosing among alternatives in an uncertain
environment. 14 The framework provides for the systematic treatment of the utilitie/; of outcomes
resulting from alternative courses of action and their associated probabilitieJ. Keeney (1982) describes decision analysis as 'a formalization of common sense for decision problems which are too
complex for informal use of common sense', and more technically as 'a philosophy, articulated by
a set of logical axioms, and a methodology and collection of systematic procedures, based upon
those axioms, for responsibly analyzing the complexities inherent in decision problems'. In this
section we briefly review decision-analytic models, concentrating on the additive multiattribute value
14

This entire section is expository in nature. Those familiar with decision theory should skip to the next section.
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model (AMVM), which will be the focal model of the proposed research. "rhe following presentation is abstract; a detailed sample AMVM is presented in chapter V.
Keeney and Raiffa (1976) classify decision problems along two dimensions. "rhe first, attribute
multiplicity, concerns the number of attributcs that undcrlie the choice at hand. In this context,
attributes are measurements (e.g., dollars spent) that characterize alternatives with respect to the
objectives (e.g., minimize cost) which drive their selection. Some choices rest upon a single attribute, willIe others are best expressed with regard to multiple, often mutually competitive attributes
(e.g., the classic 'quality vs. quantity' dilemma). In the latter case, the collection of attribute values
for an alternative represents a ~ort of 'profile' for that alternative. l·he second dimension concerns
the certainty with wlllch the potential outcomes of a decision are kno\vn. This vic\v of choices gives
rise to four choice types of potential interest: single-attribute choices under certainty, multiattribute
choices under certainty, single-attribute choices under uncertainty, and multiattribute choices under
uncertainty. 15
Clearly, the fourth type of choice is the most general and interesting. But \ve wish to start with a
simpler model that will provide a testbed for our ideas about explanation and refinement of
decision-theoretic models, with an eye toward generalization to more complex and general models.
The proposed work will be concerned only with the multiattribute case under certainty. In the
context of this model, the problem of choosing is sometimes called the multiattribute value problem
because the choice focuses only on the values of the outcomcs of actions, assuming those outcomes
are known with certainty. This restriction is, of course, suitable for modelling decisions in some
domains (e.g., managing queue space, where the certainty of outcomes of actions plays a role in
decision-making, but not a central one) and less suitable in others (e.g., some domains of therapy
planning in medicine, where the lack of certainty of treatment outcomes is at center stage in
choosing among alternative treatments).
The multiattribute value problem may be stated as follows. 16 I~t a designate a feasible alternative
and denote the set of all such alternatives by A. To each act a in A we win associate n indices of
value: X.(a), ... ,Xn(a). We can think of the n evaluators 17 Xl' ... , Xn as mapping any given a in A
into a point in an n-dimensional consequence space.
. Roughly, the decision maker's (or intelligent system's) prohlem is to choose a in A so that he will
be happiest with the payoff X.(a), ... ,X,Ja). Thus we need a mcchanism that combines
X1(a), ... ,Xn(a) into a scalar index of preferability or value. Alternatively stated, it is adequate to
specify a scalar-valued function v with the property that

v(X1(a), ... , Xn(a»

~

v(X)(b), ... , Xn(b» iff a is preferred or indifferent to b.

We refer to the function v as the value function. 1R Given v, the decision maker'~ (intelligent system's)
problem is to choose a in A such that v is maximized. 'rhe value function l' serves to compare
various levels of the different attributes indirectly. The forrnal correctness of t he choices yielded
by such models lies in the axioms and theorems that constrain the behavior of v, \\7hich are not
reviewed here. 19

IS

•6
17

)8

19

Some readers will be disturbed by the omission of purely probabilistic choices, but these have indirectly been included: It was shown by Ramsey (1926) how one could build up the theory of probability by slarting from the
principle of maximizing expected utilities. The argument is paraphra~ed in (Good 1983).
Part of this description is adapted from (Keeney & Raiffa 1976), pr. 67-68.
Following (Keeney & Raiffa 1976), we avoid distinguishing between an al/ribute X and an evaluator X for this attribute, relying on the context of the discussion to resolve any ambiguity. It is generally clearcr not to draw distinctions
between these two concepts.
There is some confusion regarding this term in the literature. The same construct is also rercrred to as a preference
function, worth function and utility function. Some authors distinguish between value function and utility function as
corresponding to the cases of certainty and uncertainty (of outcomes) respectivcly.
See (Keeney & RaifTa 1976) for a thorough exposition.
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In this work, we further limit our interest to problems where the attributes XI' ... , Xn are mutually
preferentially independent. Informally, this means that the tradcofTs bct\\'ccn every pair of attributes, keeping the levels of other attributes fixed, do not depend on the particular values of these
fixed levels. 20 This restriction pennits the use of the following special form for l', called the additive
form:
n

v(a)= v(x) • ...• x n )= LWiV,(Xi)
i=1

where:

1.

Each a in A is represented by a vector of attribute values (XI' ... ,x");

2.

V;

3.

Wi

is the component value function for attribute i, with v;(worst
oS V,(X;) S 1 for all Xi;

Xi)

0,

Vi

(best

Xi)

I, and

n

is a scaling constant or weight for attribute i,

a< Wi S 1 and L Wi = 1.
i-I

Informally, the weights indicate the relative importance of each attribute as it changes from its best
to its worst value. The component value functions express the relative dcsirahility of various levels
of their respective attributes.
While the additive form rests on strong assumptions -- which must be verified with decision-makers
-- its use is standard in practice. According to Zeleny (1982), 'the additive and multiplicative utility
functions are both simple and robust approximations, and they arc the only practical options for
cases with more than four attributes'. I)awes (1979) presents evidence that linear models are 'superior to clinical intuition" in predictive settings. Keeney (1986) maintains that 'when the objective
functions are complex, meaning they involve more than additive or multiplicative components of
single-attribute objective functions, it is often the case that the original objectives \vere not wisely
selected'.21 Thus, while a restricted version of the general decision-analytic paradigm, the AMVM
is sufficiently general to have broad potential application, spanning decisions across several domains.

5. Assessing decision-theoretic models for intelligent systems
We evaluate decision-theoretic models with respect to the general desiderata of section 3 again organizing the analysis in tenns of competence, transparency, and ease of construction and evolution.
The discussion is intended as general, but we distinguish the AMVM where appropriate.

5.1 Competence
We can present a strong case regarding the competence of dccision-analytic tnodcls. First, the
paradigm of decision analysis provides a formal foundation for making complex decisions. As
Keeney (1986) notes, 'The relative strength of decision analysis is that it has a sound foundation
provided by axioms stated in von Neumann and Morgenstern (1947), Savage (1954), and Pratt et
at. (1964), and sound procedures to implement this logic'. l'he paradigm thus provides principled,
domain-independent machinery for making choices. This means that we can pinpoint the assumptions that must hold in a domain in order for a particular model to produce correct results, and that
we have a basis for understanding why the model works.

20

21

See (Keeney & RaiITa 1976) for a more formal discussion. Other functional forms following various assumptions can
be found in (Fishburn 1970), (Meyer 1970), (Bell 1979), (Tamura & Nakamura 1978), and (Farquhar & Fishburn
1981).
See (Keeney 1981) for typology of ill-selected objectives.
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Decision-analytic models also provide the robustness we seek in that they generate results based
on a distributed set of symbols which represent the values and probabilities of the potential outcomes of the alternatives under consideration. This is to be contrasted with choice-making schemes
which rely on a single or just a few symbols to which the hehavior of the reasoning paradigms encompassing them may be highly sensitive.
Third, decision-analytic models are relatively economical, in both their storage and processing requirements. The models are cast as relatively simple mathematical expressions which can be quickly
executed and require very little storage. The parameters of these expressions arc likewise not particularly memory-intensive. Decision-theoretic models are to be contrasted in this sense with
fonnalisms such as meta-rules (Davis 1976, 1980) which rely on processor- and memory-intensive
operations (pattern matching) for their execution.
Finally, decision-analytic models implement a general theory of choice \vith potential application
in any domain where the alternatives, outcomes, and the values and likelihoods of outcomes can
be identified. Reported applications of decision analysis span a diverse set of domains and decisions, including the examination of corporate policy (Keeney 1975), evaluation of capital investment options (Magee 1964), budget allocation (Keefer & Kirkwood 1978), credit application
evaluation (Stillwell et a1. 1980), medical decision making (Krischer 1980), hurricane seeding
(Howard et ale 1972), metropolitan airport development (de Neufville & Keeney 1972), fire protection (North et a1. 1975), school busing (Edwards 1980), oil tanker standards (von Winterfeldt
1982, Ulvila & Snider 1980), nuclear waste management (l-athrop & Watson 1982),
commercialization of solar photvoltaic systems (Boyd et a1. 1982), siting of energy facilities (Keeney
1980, Sarin 1980), and many others.
Let us defend some anticipated counterarguments regarding the competence of decision-theoretic
models. First, some might conjecture that since decision-theoretic models are cast in mathematics,
they require 'too much precision' for use in practical intelligent systems. After all, one of our goals
in developing such systems is to allow fuzzy judgements with incomplete information. But this
objection is entirely without merit, because the mathematics provides only the lnaehinery for computing choices; the infor1nation encoded in the mathematical model for any particular domainspecific choice may be as vague or as detailed as the domain warrants. In addition, recent research
in decision theory provides methods which explicitly account for incomplete information in a systematic fashion (Weber 1985, Weber 1987).
Second, a common criticism is that decision-theoretic models are 'too restrictive' or 'idealized", that
'too many assumptions' are required. Certainly, classes of decision-theoretic models rest on associated classes of assumptions; in fact, all models (of choice and othcf\vise) rest on some (hopefully
well-specified) set of assumptions. But it is because we can identify l~1hat t!toJe aJJumptions are (i.e.,
the axioms of decision theory and the particular assumptions underlying particular fonns of the
model) that, in part, makes decision theory an attractive rnodel of choice for intelligent systems.
As an abstraction of the complex decision making procc~~, decision theory is ~urely limited, but in
an accountable way. 1"his is to be contrasted \vith implicit models of.choice and \\'ith ad hoc explicit
models, the limitations of which remain obscure.
A related objection concerns the validity of even the most basic assunlptions of decision theory (i.e.,
the axioms); the claim is made that people do, in fact, violate them in choosing hetween competing
alternatives. But Keeney (1982) argues that many decision makers prefer to act in accord with the
axioms. That decision makers seriously violate those axioms in choosing alternatives without the
benefit of decision analysis is an argument in support of decision analysis. In Keeney's words, (1982)
"The purpose of prescriptive decision analysis is to provide insight about which alternative should
be chosen to be consistent with the infonnation about the problem and the values of decision
makers'.
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Finally, it is sometimes argued that a decision-theoretic model will ahvays leave out some important
factor which underlies a choice. This is indeed a valid concern, but one which applies to any model
of choice. In addition, decision analysis provides for calculating the value of additional information
(LaValle 1968, Merkhofer 1977). With less fonnal models, \ve generally have no hasis for assessing
the value of new information which may be expensive to obtain. l'hus, concerns regarding incomplete information give rise to arguments for, rather than against, the competence of decisiontheoretic models.
In summary, decision-theoretic models fare welt with regard to our competence-related desiderata;
they are grounded in a well-fonned theory, are relatively robust representations of preferences, are
relatively economical, and are broadly applicable.

5.2 Transparency
One frequently espoused argument against the use of decision-analytic models in intelligent systems
is that they are not particularly welt-suited for automating explanation; lncy are 'too quantitative'
or 'too complex' for exposition, as the story goes. Consider the following counterarguments.
First, decision-theoretic models explicitly represent the cOlnponent values that underlie decisions.
Again quoting Keeney (1986), 'Values are the basis for any interest in any decision problem. Why
is it worth the effort to carefully choose an alternative rather than simply let occur what will? The
answer is that some concerned party is interested in the possible consequences that might occur.
The desire to avoid unpleasant consequences and to achieve desirable ones, especially when the
differences in the relative desirability of the consequences is significant, is the motivation for interest
in any decision problem. The relative desirability of the possihle consequences in decision problems
is based on values. As values are explicitly represented in decision-theoretic models, they are
available to display for users in an explanation or justification. As will be discussed, the interesting
questions in automating justifications for choices involve intelligently pruning and naturally organizing the set of values that are displayed for users, rather than generating enough infonnation to
display.
1

In addition, decision analysis provides for decomposing choice problems into subproblems that can
be separately analyzed and integrated according to the logic of the axioms. 1\s will be described, the
objectives that underlie decisions may be naturally cast in a hierarchical arrangement (called the
objectives hierarchy), providing a basis for varying the level of detail in explanations according to
the properties of the choice at hand, and allowing the user to interactively control the level of detail
during the course of an explanation.
In addition, simple, restricted modcls (such as the Al\fVM) provide an intuitively appealing
framework for thinking about choices. In the AMVM there exists a natural corrcspondence bctween
the operands of the model's component products (v.'cights and values) and ideas involved in
choosing: weights correspond to the ifnportance of an attrihute,22 and values express how
(un)desirable particular levels of attributes for a given alternative might hc. 23 Second, the products
themselves may naturally be thought of as contribution.r to the overall evaluation of an alternative.
Quite simply, then, the greater the value (desirability) and the weight (importance) of an attribute,
the greater the attribute s contribution. The greater the contribution of each attrihute, the better
the alternative comes out in the evaluation.
l

Thus, we claim that decision-theoretic models arc in fact transparent in the sense of section 3.2.
OUf mission is to exploit this transparency in constructing an effective explanation facility.

22
23

Technically, the relative importance of an attribute a~ it changes rrom its best to its wor~t value.
With respect to a predefined range of possible levels appropriate to the problem at hand.
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5.3 Ease of constr'lct;on and el'olution
l~he

initial construction of virtually all models of choice refnains more an art than an engineering
discipline. While problem structuring is an open problem (although some work has been done, e.g.,
Jungermann 1980, von Winterfeldt 1980), decision theory at least provides a systematic set of procedures for capturing the parameters of decision-theoretic models (e.g., sec (Ilishbum 1967), (IIuber
1974), (Keeney & Raiffa 1976), (Farquhar 1984»), some of which are sufficiently algorithmic for
implementation in computer programs (e.g., (Keeney & Sicherman 1976), (Nair & Sichennan
1979), (Novick et al. 1980), (Schlaifer 1971), (Seo et al. 1978), (Klein et a1. 1982), (Weber 1985),
and (von Nitzsch & Weber 1986)). Such progratns are possible because decision analysis provides
a theory of choice; since the semantics of model parameters are well-defined, their capture is a
well-formed task. This is to be contrasted with computational !orlnaliJm.f in which such theories
might be encoded (e.g., meta-rules), but which themselves say nothing about the nature or clements
of choice knowledge.
On a less positive note, it is generally agreed that capturing the parameters of decision-theoretic
models is an extremely effort-intensive task (e.g., see Zeleny 1982, Keeney 1986), and this, on the
surface, might lead us to frown upon the employment of the models in intelligent systems. But this
would ignore the very important operational differences between the standard paradigm of decision
analysis and that of intelligent systems. The capture of preferences is usually an expensive process
because decision analysis is most frequently employed in the context of critical one-shot decisions
(e.g., see (Keeney 1982, von Winterfeldt & Edwards 1986». Por such decisions, \\There Jives or great
sums of money may be at stake, great effort is required in the acquisition phase because the resulting model must be viewed \vith a high level of confidence before it is ever used (usually only
once). In the context of intelligent systems, however, we may settle for a less reliable initial model
because this model will be repetitively used over time. Provided that \\~e can ofTer users adequate
facilities for incrementally modifying models as they observe system behavior, they need not 'get it
right' the first time around. Thus, we might be able to claim that decision-theoretic models support
ease of construction if we can argue that they potentially support case of evolution.
There are several reasons to believe that the models support evolution. Pirst, decision-theoretic
models explicitly represent the component values that underlie decisions. As values are the essential
ingredients of choices and are isolated in the models, there exists the potential to modify them in
isolation.
In addition, the decomposition of choice problems into subproblems that can be separately analyzed and integrated according to framework of decision theory provides for focussing on subproblems that are deemed to be suspect.
Again we mention that some models, particularly the AivfVM, provide an intuitively appealing
framework for thinking about choices, thus establishing a natural correspondence between the
structures that must be captured from users (e.g., \veights, values) and conceptual entities in the
user's mind (importance, desirability). l"his natural correspondence bct\\'ccn conception and computation is precisely what makes automated refinement possihle. ()ur job, of course, is to find the
best way to help users focus on the appropriate portions of the model and to fnake it convenient
to repair those portions when necessary.
Thus, we argue that decision-theoretic models, particularly the AMVM, support
and hence, reduce the demands of construction.

ca~c

of evolution,

Finally, decision-theoretic models support the incremental modification of the set of alternatives for
selection. All that is required to add new alternatives is that the values of attributes be specified,
and that these values fall in the prespecified ranges assumed in fonnulating the decision-theoretic
model.
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Chapter III: Research Goals and Issues
Ilaving motivated the problem, we explicitly statc thc ultitnate research goals associated with the
current enterprise (section 1), and then circumscribe a modest hut coherent portion of it which will
constitute the thesis (section 2).

1. Ultimate research goals
The general goal of this work is to provide the basis for employing formal models of choice in intelligent systems, and this encompasses two challenging tasks. l~he first is to develop a comprehensive, integrated system for:
1.

helping users to structure decision problems,

2.

acquiring initial decision-theoretic models from users,

3.

justifying choices based on these models during system operation, and

4.

helping users to incrementally modify these models on an ongoing ba~is as errors are uncovered
and as preferences change.

The ideal system would access general storehouses ofkno\vlcdgc to help users identify the objectives
associated with arbitrary problcms. The system would select a specific form of utility function for
the problem at hand, and aid in the specification of this utility function. 11le system would produce
concise, convincing explanations for its choices and would make it convenient for users to focus
on precisely those portions of decision-theoretic models which need to he repaired in order to reflect
reality and to maintain internal consistency.
The second major task involves the development of a theory which describes how decision-theoretic
models should be integrated with other knowledge structures. The theory would provide specific
guidelines regarding:

1.

how decision-theoretic models should be integrated \vith more encompassing decision-making
frameworks (e.g., rule-based systems, theorem provers, reasoning paradigms based on 'deep
models'),

2.

how explanation facilities for decision-theoretic models should be integrated \llith explanation
facilities for the other representations, and

3.

how acquisition facilities for decision-theoretic models should he integrated \vith acquisition
facilities for the other representations.

Such a theory would be a component of a more encompassing theory of kno\vlcdge representation
which provides well-defined guidelines for matching reasoning tcchniques to intelligent tasks and
specifies the associated implications for integrating their supporting facilities (e.g., explanation and
acquisition).
The fust task involves building a domain-independent module for capturing, using, and maintaining
knowledge about choices. The second task involves developing a domain-independent set of specifications for using this module in concert with others.

2. Research goals of the thesis
Addressing these long-term research goals represents a few lifetimes of \vork. We will therefore limit
our attention to the following subgoals in the thesis.
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Pirst, we propose the development of a domain-independcnt collection of Jncchanisms for explaining choices based on AMVM's. Second, we propose the development of a domainindependent collection of mechanisms for helping users to refine existing Al\1VM's. l"ogether, the
explanation and refinement facilities will comprise UTIl~.
Third, we propose to briefly address the integration of decision-theoretic models into some popular
intelligent system architectures and to discuss the integration of lJI'I I ~ with their respective facilities
for explanation and refmement.
We proceed as follows in elaborating upon these objectives. Section 2.1 discusses the purpose of
and the design goals for UTIlb Sections 2.2 and 2.3 descrihe research issues in explaining and refining decision-theoretic choices, respectively.24 Section 2.4 discusses issues of lJfII/s integration
with analogous facilities in architectures where decision-theoretic models coexist \vith other knowledge structures.

2.1 UTIL and the explanation and refinenrent o.f AlJfVM'~t
We propose to develop a set of mechanisms, collectively rcfcrred to as lJrlI~, Ylhich provide a
domain-independent, integrated framework for explaining and refining 1\MV1V1-based choices.
In chapter II we described t\VO distinct phases of knowledge acquisition: initial acquisition and
refmement. We have in mind the following strategy for distributing the user's effort over these two
phases in intelligent systems. The approach to initial acquisition should be as simple as possible,
since UTIL will presumably provide for the convenient repair of erroneous portions of the model
as the intelligent system which includes it is used. Of special interest are initial capture methods
which do not force the user to 'think hard' about tradeofTs betwecn objectives, hut rather, require
only holistic judgements over small sets of representative alternatives from \vhich the 'part worths'
of levels of attributes underlying a decision are inferred (e.g., see (Green & Srinivasan 1978) for a
review). Also of extreme potential value in this regard are initial acquisition methods which accommodate incomplete infonnation in a structured fashion (e.g., Weber 1985, \Vebcr 1987). The
idea behind the proposed strategy is to capture only a rough approximation of the utility function
in initial acquisition, initiating subsequent refinements as necessary during the life of the intelligent
system, when the user is already thinking about why a particular choice is erroneous. Thus, UTIL
represents an integrated approach to initial acquisition, explanation, and refinement that treats
choice models as transparent, evolving representations of users' preferences.
UTIL should support both the prescriptive and descriptive frame\vorks for making choices. From
the prescriptive point of view, UTIl/s explanation componcnt will serve as a window into how
choices are made. In cases where users fail to find lJl"II/8 justifications convincing, they will iteratively invoke UTIIJ's refinement facilities to 'repair' portions of the model until convincing justifications are generated.
From the descriptive viewpoint, users may employ a holistic method to capture initial preferences,
relying on U"fIL's refmement facilities to repair the undcrlying basis for what they see as the 'best'
choice. In this scenario, Ul'II/s explanation facility it at center stage; the user already kno\vs what
the best choices are, and the underlying model ~crves as a basis for arguing \vhy these are best to
other users.
UTII.l is intended as a set of modules \vhich may be invoked in the context of any architecture
which supports complex, knowledge-based choices. \Ve approach the construction of UTII-J assuming that an architecture-depcndent supervisor invokes lrrlJ~ modules and other modules which
24

While we address them separately for purposes of exposition, it should have by now been communicated that explanation and refinement are tightly integrated tasks.
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support the explanation and refinement of other structures with \vhich the /\MVM may coexist
(e.g., production rules, deep models of mechanism).
In summary, UTIL is intended as a general, domain-independent set of mechanisms which supports
the explanation and refinement of AMVM-based choices. We view lJl'II as a set of modules
which:
I

•

should be compatible with existing automated methods for initial acquisition,

•

should support both the prescriptive and descriptive views of decision making, and

•

should allow for integration \vith other facilities that support structures commonly used in intelligent systems.

UTIL raises several research issues regarding the explanation and refinement of AMVM's: What
makes a justification 'convincing'? Ilow can we avoid the complete refonnulation of an AMVM
when portions of it become outdated? Ilow can explanation and refinement facilities for AMVM's
be integrated with analogous facilities which support other knowledge structures? We elaborate on
these questions in the following sections.

2.2 Issues in explaining choices
l
What makes for a 'convincing justification of a choice? Clearly, we need to do better than simply
display the value function and its arguments. Referring again to Jr~sQls domain, imagine an explanation of the form:
Copying

the

v(xh

x 4 ) = .2v1(X I ) + .4vJx2 } + .1 V 3(X3 ) + .3v4(X4 ) , "'here Xl is additional operator time,

function is
X 2 is additional turnaround time, Xl is additional user time, and X 4 is additional material cost, and for this
option (Xl' x 2, X 3, x 4 ) = (10, 10,0,5), which maximizcs v over all 3\'ailable alternati,·cs.
X2, X3,

dataset

to

tape

is

your

IKtst

option

because

your

"alue

We can identify several problems with this justification. Pin~t, no effort is made to appeal to intuition; the explanation does not associate components of the value function with concepts such as
'desirability' and 'importance'.
Second, the explanation refers only to the most detailed attributes upon which the decision is based.
l
For example, the concepts of 'turnaround time' and 'user work arc both associated with the
higher-level concept 'user satisfaction', but this sort of infonnation is omitted from the explanation.
l
It might even have been possible to talk solely in terrn~ of luser satisfaction , omitting any reference
to its more detailed supporting measures.
l
Third, the explanation takes the 'brute force approach of elucidating all the attrihutes that underlie
the decision, while it is most likely that only one or perhaps a fc\v truly served to distinguish the
chosen alternative from its closcst contenders. Por example, dcleting a dataset, like copying one to
tape, involves little additional material cost. Thus, the attribute ladditional lnatcrial cosf plays a
relatively minor role in distinguishing these two alternatives in tenns of their overall relative desirability.

A related objection is that the order in which attributes arc mentioned is essentially arbitrary from
the user's viewpoint; he cares little about the order of the arguments in the value function's parameter list. What the user wants to know is which factors in the decision most strongly recommend
the chosen alternative.
Fifth, the explanation makes no reference to the presumed conditions under \vhich the value function is applicable. Is turnaround time always the most important attribute? Or are there circumstances under which it would be weighted differently? It is critical to elucidate such conditions if
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explanations are to be convincing and if users are to be able to gain enough insight into the model's
operation to correct it.
We might also enhance the explanation in other ways, such as reassuring the user that value functions built by several operations managers reflect the same preferences, or by providing a higher
level description of the basic goals of the installation, or by substituting qualitative descriptions for
quantitative values (e.g., 'lots of time' rather than '10 minutes').
The essential point is that justifications for choices should be more than displays of the models and
parameters that determine them. Ilow can we provide these capabilities? What knO\\1ledge stores
beyond the value function are required? Ilow should this additional knowledge be represented? A
goal of the proposed thesis is to provide a computational framework for gencrating justifications
which are not subject to the above-mentioned criticisms. Some preliminary ideas are presented in
chapter V.

2.3 Isslles in refining choice knowledge
Suppose the user is unconvinced by the systetn's justification for a choice. Should he be forced to
rebuild the underlying model from scratch? Should he call upon a programmer to change the
model? Existing work on automating initial acquisition fails, by itself, to provide the solution.
These facilities are intended to guide users through the systematic capture of utility functions, not
through their incremental modification.
In contrast, the purpose of a refinement facility is to make it convenient for users to repair only
those portions of the model which fail to reflect reality. Toward this end, a refinement facility
should:
•

provide immediate feedback regarding the effects of proposed changes;

•

help users to distinguish probable from improbable causes for erroneous choices;

•

promote the reliability of newly-captured information;

•

isolate subproblems for correction;

•

infer new model parameters based on logical relationships bct\vecn existing parameters and
prompt the user for missing details; and

•

help the user to identify modifications which will achieve the hehavior he desires.

This list is surely not exhaustive, but communicate~ the flavor of -the capabilities \ve should expect
from the refmement facility. Each of the above capabilities is addressed in more detail in chapter

v.
In short, the goal of refinement is to maximize the reliability of model repairs \\"hilc minimizing user
effort. But how should this be accomplished? What addition kno\vledge is required? 'low should
it be represented? l'he second central goal of the thesis is to ans\vcr these questions.

2.4 Issues of integration ,.'itl, other deciLsion-making paradigms
Our discussion of research issues in explanation and refinement of choice kno\vledge has more or
less focussed on the AMVM as a 'top-level' structure, exi~ting in isolation for the sole purpose of
helping users to make choices. But there is the important issue of how facilities for explaining and
refilling choice knowledge should be integrated with analogous facilities that support other knowledge structures with which the AMVM may coexist. If we use an AMVM as a conflict resolution
algorithm in a production system, for example, how might the facilities which support the explanation and acquisition of rules be integrated \vith the facilities for explaining and refining choices
among them? What are the interfaces between such facilities? It is important to address such
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questions if we are to take advantage of decision-theoretic models in traditional Al systems and
other intelligent system architectures.
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Chapter IV: BackgrOtlnd and Relationship to Previolls Work
1be proposed work is interdisciplinary, addressing goals which are relevant to the artificial intelligence and decision analysis communities. In this section we describe relevant research organized in
terms of the following categories:
•

decision analysis

•

integration of decision-theoretic models and architectures commonly associated with AI

•

models of choice commonly used in 1\1 systems

•

automated explanation

•

automated knowledge acquisition

•

integrating explanation and refmement

•

user modelling

Of interest are foundational \vorks related to the proposed thesis, research efforts from which we
may borrow ideas, and efforts which contrast with the goals of our work.

1. Decision analysis
The framework of decision analysis is concerned with choosing among alternatives in an uncertain
environment. The framework provides for the systematic treatment of the utilities of outcomes resulting from alternative courses of action and their associated prohabilitie.f. Keeney (1982) describes
decision analysis as 'a formalization of common sense for decision problems which are too complex
for informal use of common sense', and more technically as 'a philosophy, articulated by a set of
logical axioms, and a methodology and collection of systematic procedures, based upon those axioms, for responsibly analyzing the complexities inherent in decision problems'. In this section we
cite the major references concerning the theoretical foundations of decision analysis and its methodology, and better-known examples of its application. Por a concise and informative overview
of the field, see (Keeney 1982).
Foundational works on utility theory include (von Neumann & Morgenstenl 1947), (Savage 1954),
(Luce & Raiffa 1957), and (Pratt et al. 1964, 1965). 1\ foundational reference on multiattribute
utility theory is (Keeney & Raiffa 1976). In particular, models of value funclion.r addressing multiple
objectives may be found in (J)ebreu 1960), (lJuce and Tukcy 19(4), (Krantz 1964), (Krantz et at.
1971), (Dyer & Sarin 1979), (Kirkwood & Sarin 1980), and (Keelin 1981). A more concise review
of multiattribute decision making may he found in (Spronk & Zionts 1984).
Works which address methodological considerations in applying decision theory to practical problems include (RaifTa 1968), (Schlaifer 1969), (l~ribus 1969), (Winkler 1972), (Bro\vn et a1. 1974),
(Keeney & Raiffa 1976), (Moore & Thomas 1976), (Kaufman & ~rhomas 1977), (I,aValle 1978),
and (llolloway 1979). In particular, the systematic assesstnent of utility functions is addressed in
(Fishburn 1967), (lluber 1974), (Keeney & RaifTa 1976), and sever~l other \vorks. For an infonnative review, see (Farquhar 1984).
Reported applications of decision analysis span a diverse set of domains and decisions, including
the examination of corporate policy (Keeney 1975), evaluation of capital investment options
(Magee 1964), budget allocation (Keefer & Kirkwood 197R), credit application evaluation (Stillwell
et al. 1980), medical decision making (Krischer 1980), hurricane seeding (JIoward et at. 1972),
metropolitan airport development (de Neufville & Keeney] 972), fire protection (North et at. 1975),
school busing (Edwards 1980), oil tanker standards (von \Vinterfeldt 1982, lJlvila & Snider 1980),
nuclear waste management (Lathrop & Watson 1982), cornITIercialization of solar photvoltaic systems (Boyd et al. 1982), siting of energy facilities (Keeney) 9RO, Sarin 1980), and many others.
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The relationship of this work to ours should by now be clear; we are intercsted in using decisionanalytic models and techniques in intelligent systems and in providing the necessary supporting facilities. References to specific results of relevance are cited in context throughout the proposal.

2. Integrating decision tlleory and AI techniques
We are hardly the frrst to advocate the use of decision theory in the context of architectures commonly associated with AI; in part, the proposed thesis is motivated hy previous efforts which
combine the two historically distinct paradigms to achieve effective performance, but lack the supporting facilities that we will attempt to provide.
For example, Coles et al. (1973) used utility theory to evaluate robot plans as a means for coping
with uncertainty. Based on the accumulated expected costs of executing the stcps of various hypothetical plans, the robot Jason can evaluate the relative merits of direct action using potentially
unreliable sensors. Jacobs et a1. (1973) perfonned experiments based on similar ideas. Feldman &
Sproull (1975) used decision theory to direct the application of planning operators in an implementation of the monkey and bananas problem. White & Sykes (1986) used a generalization of
multiattribute utility theory as the basis for conflict resolution in a rule-based system. l..anglotz et
a1. (1986) explored the use of decision theory to justify heuristics in the context of MYCIN
(Shortliffe 1976). Using plots and calculations generated hy an automated decision-making tool,
decision-theoretic insights of practical use to the knowledge engineer were obtained. l..anglotz et a1.
(1985) also describe a cancer therapy planning system which generates a sman set of plausible plans,
simulates them to predict their possible consequences, and uses decision theory to rank them.
Slagle & lIamburger (1985) describe an interactive planning system that uses decision-theoretic
models to rank competing plans for allocating military resources. 0'1 £ary (1986) discusses the use
of multiattribute decision theory in expert systems for financial accounting decisions.
This list is no doubt incomplete, but it should be clear that researchers have recognized the potential
for using decision theory as a model of choice in intelligent systems. For further discussion of the
use of decision theory in expert systems, see (Keeney 1986). Parquhar (1986) reviews some additional applications of utility theory in AI contexts.

3. Models of choice in AI systems
While the previous section indicates that decision thoery has received some attention in AI contexts,
the employment offonnal models of choice in intelligent system architectures represents a departure
from more common approaches to choices in AI systems, including hand-crafted explicit selection
schemes, hand-crafted implicit selection schemes, and languages for encoding knowledge about
choices.

3.1 Hand-crafted explicit

~~election schen,e~t

A popular approach to modelling choice in intelligent systems is to construct ad hoc models which
are tailored to particular domains. This is the approach of, for example, some expert systems in
medical management (e.g., Kastner 1983, Clancey 1984) and spectral analysis (e.g., Perrante 1985).
lbe approach essentially involves adopting a "mindset" for choosing among alternatives in the domain at hand and reflecting this mindset in a computational model that serves as a basis for computing and explaining choices. The factors underlying choices are explicitly represented to facilitate
acquisition and explanation.
Rennels et a1.( 1987) showed that some seemingly ad hoc models could actual1y be vie\ved as restricted decision-theoretic models. The authors point out that these models are capable of
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producing more focussed explanations because the strategies they implement already entail strong
assumptions about their respective domains. Generally speaking, however, the hand-crafted approach encompasses some important limitations.
First, domain-specific models often Jack justification with respect to a welt-fonned underlying theory. As we discussed in previous sections, this means that we lack a basis for understanding their
(mis)behavior, and so we are provided with little direction in building and maintaining them.
Second, the implicit operational assumption is made that the user and the intelligent system share
a common view of decision-making. As this may not be the case for all users, explanations which
rely on this commonality may be opaque, or worse still, misleading.
Third, the general approach of hand-crafting explanation and acquisition facilities for particular
domain choices is a labor intensive onc. In building a new expert system that employs a model of
choice, we are essentially required to either cast a domain into one of the existing restricted models
in order to use an existing framework for acquisition and explanation, or to develop another set of
facilities that better suits the domain. Since we can't necessarily identify the assumptions that
underlie a particular hand-crafted model it might be difficult to select an existing framework to suit
a particular domain.
Our work is distinguished from the hand-crafted approach to modelling choice in that we advocate
a general, well-formed theory of choice which is applicable across a variety of domains.

3.2 Hand-crafted implicit selection schemes
At the other end of the spectrum are implicit, ad hoc models of choice. Ileuristic evaluation functions in AI game-playing programs (Nilsson 1980) provide a good example. Since these models do
not explicitly represent the factors that underlie choices, they are effectively 'black boxes', with no
basis for automating knowledge acquisition or explanation (beyond justifications of the form, 'this
is the best move'). Most production system conflict resolution algorithms (e.g., production order,
special case, distinctiveness, and recency rules (McDennott & Forgy 1978») exemplify trus type of
choice model, selecting instantiations using hard-coded algorithms.
Our work is distinguished from these efforts in that we are dealing \vith explicit models of choice,
with transparency and ease of evolution being among our principal concerns.

3.3 Languages for encoding choice kno'K'ledge
Another approach to modelling choices in AI systems involves providing conlputationalformalisms
for encoding knowledge about selecting among knowledge-level ohjects. l~hcse are essentially languages for expressing knowledge about choices which say nothing ahout the nature or elements of
choice knowledge. The fonnalisms may be categorized in t\VO groups: procedural and declarative.
FCL (Friedman 1985) provides an example of the procedural variety where the objects of choice
are productions in a production system. The language provides constructs such as functions,
function calls, and sequencing for controlling invocation. 1\ similar example, GeorgefT (1982) proposed a general production system architecture that allows procedural control kno\vledge to be directly represented and used. While such approaches provide more flexibility in rule-\vriting, they
suffer from some of the same problems as the above-described hard-coded algorithms. First, the
languages do not implement any sort of theory of choice; the approach is one of 'hacking' to
achieve the desired results. Second, maintenance is still primarily a programming task rather than
a process of modifying a well structured repository of kno\vlcdge. Third, since procedural control
leaves implicit the knowledge that underlies the sequencing of productions, this knowledge cannot
be elucidated for the user in an explanation. Our work is distinguished from this approach in that
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we advocate the implementation of a formal theory of choice \vhich takes as input a set of parameters rather than arbitrary code. In part, this is to make the knowledge underlying choices accessible
for explanation and modification. Clearly, this knowledge is inaccessihle under the procedural
language-oriented approach.
The declarative variety of language-oriented control is exemplified by meta-rules (Davis 1976, Davis
1980). Treating conflict resolution as a problem-solving t.ask itself, meta-rules direct the invocation
of object-level rules which encode domain knowledge. Under this approach, the knowledge underlying selection of object-level knowledge is explicitly represented and may be domain-dependent.
This has considerable advantages with regard to maintainability and explainability; since choice
knowledge is explicitly represented, both of these tasks are facilitated. But meta-rules still represent
a computational fonnalism for encoding choice knowledge, not a theory of choice that assigns
precise semantics to particular models and their parameters. In addition, we can identify some
problems with the meta-rule approach. First, meta-rules are economical in the sense that they
make use of the same machinery that supports object-level problem solving, but there is no reason
to assume that this machinery is ideal or even appropriate for making choices. Second, the metarule approach leaves open the question of what the 'top-level' conflict resolution algorithm should
be; That is, it is unclear as to how a system would select among the highest level of meta-rules
encoded. Third, some control knowledge still resides in the inference engine under the meta-rule
approach, and it seems somewhat misguided to arbitrarily distribute control knowledge in two
places, one of which (the inference engine) is opaque. Also, it seems misguided to house control
knowledge with object-level knowledge in the first place.
In summary, our approach deviates from that of computational fonnalisms for encoding choice
knowledge in that we advocate some theory of choice \vherever explicit models of choice are
needed. In the case of procedural languages for making choices, \ve also diverge in our effort to
support transparency and knowledge acquisition.

4. Automated explanation
It is by now generally agreed that explanation is a fundamentally important supporting capability
for intelligent systems. A well-known study by Teach & ShorttifTe (1981), for example, revealed that
high quality explanation capabilities were the most important requirement for an acceptable clinical
consultation system, concluding that a 'system should be ahle to justify its advice in tenns that are
understandable and persuasive ... A system that gives dogtnatic advice is likely to be rejected'. Explanation has become a central topic of research, with experiments in a set of domains as diverse
as the blocks world (Winograd 1972), medicine (Davis 1976, Aikens 1980, Clancey 1981, Swartout
1983), complex physical machinery (Porbus & Stevens 1981, Stevens 1981, de Klcer & Brown 1984,
Weld 1984), game playing (Berliner & Ackley 1982), and financial planning (Kasey & Wise 1984),
just to name a few. We will not give an exhaustive overvic\v of explanation research here; rather,
we focus on those efforts which contribute to or contrast \vith the explanation component of the
proposed thesis.

4.1 JUlftifying choices
Of primary relevance to the explanation component of this work are research efforts involving the
justification of complex choices between competing alternatives. Perhaps most relevant is the work
of l..anglotz et at. (1986) on generating explanations from single-attribute utility functions. Using
decision trees, information attached to nodes in the fonn of frames, and qualitative mathematical
reasorung, the author8 generate intuitively appealing justifications for choosing particular treatments
in the medical domain. The explanation portion of our work will be similar to theirs in its use of
traditional decision-theoretic structures coupled with supplementary knowledge stores to generate
explanations. Our work will differ greatly in our focus on multiattribute value functions and the
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associated use of objective hierarchies, and primarily in the interactive, integrated nature of explanation and refmement. Langlotz et al. did not address refinement in their work. As a probable result, their explanations avoid presentation of any quantitative values or underlying model structure.
This also represents a diversion for us, in that we must provide a clearer window into the model
itself in order for users to correct it.
In contrast, BL,AH (Weiner 1980) generates explanations for choices based on a very limited, ad
hoc model which is restricted to reasoning between two a.lternatives. \Vhile we will borrow functional aspects of explanation from BIl"IJ, our work \vil1 necessary be different because we are
justifying choices which are based on a much more powerful underlying model. In addition, BllAfl
employs certain strategies with which we patently disagree on the basis of the data we have collected
from human beings. 25 For example, Weiner asserts that' 1\11 reasons for a decision are, of course,
part of the explanation of it'. Our data clearly refutes this.
Also relevant are the hand-crafted models of choice which Rennels et at. (1987) showed to be restricted fonns of decision-theoretic models (Kastner 1983, Clancey 1984). l'hese models were developed with explanation as a primary design goal, and might provide some useful lessons regarding
the provision of justification for choices. Again, our work differs from these efforts in that we address more general, fonnal models, without making restrictive assutnptions that limit the use of our
facilities to one or to a few domains.

4.2 Explaining the reslllt,f of other qllantitative modelf
Also relevant is work on explaining quantitative models outside the realm of value-based choices.
For example, there exist systems which explain diagnostic conclusions based on probabilistic
models (e.g., (Ben-Bassat et al. 1980)). While these systems produce very quantitative explanations,
and focus on diagnostic conclusions rather than on the choice of problem-resolving actions, we can
make use of some of their abstract presentation strategies such as ordering evidence by its importance to decisions (Reggia & Perricone 1985) and separating evidence which supports conclusions
from evidence which denies them (Speigclhalter & Knill-Jones 1984). Our approach to explanation,
which attempts to incorporate the elements of human communication, greatly differs from these
efforts which provide tabular presentations of quantitative data.
The ROME system (Kosey & Wise 1984), which answers queries about financial spreadsheets, also
provides some insights which are useful to us in the proposed ,,,"ork. In fonnulating explanations,
ROME employs strategies such as distinguishing relevant parts of the underlying model from irrelevant parts, identifying significant variables in particular situations, and translating quantitative
values into qualitative ones for presentation. Our analysis of the justifications for choices offered
by human beings2S motivates similar strategles in our work. ()ur ,vork differs not only in the
underlying model being elucidated, but in our integration of explanation \vith refinement, our focus
on explaining the underlying model to the user as wen as specific results, our usc of multiple models
organized by user, and other characteristics.

4.3 Summary
The explanation component of UTIIJ will draw upon previous results in explanation contributed
by a variety of authors. But UTIIJ will be unique in several respects, representing the first integrated system for explaining and refining decision-theoretic models, and the first domainindependent effort to explain the very general and commonly employed AMVM.

25

A detailed discussion appears in chapter

v.
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5. Automated knowledge acquisition
Automated knowledge acquisition is another fundamental supporting capability for intelligent systems. As the acquisition of knowledge is often described as the primary bottleneck in intelligent
system development (Watennan 1986), work on its automation has become a popular research
area. Many different approaches to automating the construction and improvement of intelligent
systems have been proposed over the past several years, ranging from the interactive transfer of
expertise (Davis 1976) to machine learning (Michalski et aJ. 1983, 1986). (Jur approach to the
interactive refmement of value functions is clearly an instance of the fonner. As in the case of explanation, it is not our purpose to review the field of kno\vledge acquisition here; rather, we cite
approaches which are specifically related to or counter to the proposed work.

5.1 Initial acquisition of decision-theoretic models
In chapter III we distinguished two distinct phases of development for decision-theoretic models:
initial acquisition (building the model from scratch, including problem structuring, model selection,
and parameter assessment) and iterative refinement (incremental problem restructuring and parameter tuning). As previously mentioned, the systematic assessment of utility functions is a relatively
mature topic of research (e.g., see (Farquhar 1984) for a review). Many methods have been implemented in interactive computer programs, for example, (Keeney & Sicherman 1976), (Nair &
Sicherman 1979), (Novick et a1. 1980), (Schlaifer 197J), (Seo et a1. 197R), (Klein et at. 1982),
(Weber 1985), and (von Nitzsch & Weber 1986). The existence of such programs renders it reasonable for us to focus our efforts on refinement, without \vorrying about initial acquisition as well.
However, existing methods for initial acquisition should provide a number of ideas \vhich we can
adapt for refmement.

5.2 Refinement of decision-theoretic models
Refmement involves the incremental modification of the utility function over time to correct uncovered errors and to reflect new preferences as the system evolves. One approach, analogous to the
role of machine learning in expert systems, involves learning the parameters of a utility function.
For example, Madni et at. (1985) describe a system for learning the weights in an additive utility
function. A related approach, adaptive utility theory (Cycrt 1975, Cohen 1984), involves methods
for converging on a precise utility function by updating parameters based on experience. Our work
is essentially unrelated to these efforts.
We are more interested in approaches involving the interactive refinement of preferences, and there
has been relatively little work in this area. t..ehner (1985) developed a rule-based system for assessing utility function pa.rameters which supports a limited version of refinement in that the user
may choose to reassess only certain parameters over time, but it docs not (as far as we can tell)
address the issues of chapter III. Wellman (19R4) describes a very interesting approach to initial
acquisition that might be extended for refinement. l~he system select s a form for the utility function
by proving the theorems which justify using such fonns. But this system too docs not aid the user
in refmement per se, and assumes that the user is kno,vledgeahle about utility theory. Our work
will build upon these efforts by providing a fratnework for modifying (restricted) utility functions
which avoids resorting to initial acquisition methods (i.e., rehuilding models from scratch).

5.3 Summary
There exist several automated facilities ,vhich support the initial acquisition of decision-theoretic
models, and we shall assume that these may be employed to develop the value functions which
UTIlJ explains and helps to refine. We will also draw upon the applicable clements of these methods in developing UTll/s refinement facilities. (Jur inventory of systems for interactively refining
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decision-theoretic models reveals that much work remains to be done, and
this gap.

lJl~It,

will help to fill

6. Integrating explanation and refinement
lhis work is greatly influenced by Teiresias (Davis 1976), a vehicle system constructed to explore
applications of meta-level knowledge (Davis & Buchanan 1977). (Jur basic approach to designing
UTIL's explanation and refinement facilities, particularly their interrelationship, is inspired by
Teiresias' analogous facilities for rule-based systems. Teircsias encompasses a vie\v of knowledge
acquisition as the interactive transfer of expertise (involving a human expert and a program).
"Loosely speaking, UTIL may be viewed as a 'Teiresias for decision-analytic models'.
UTIL will share several themes with Davis's work. In particular, we will build upon Davis's notion
of capturing and verifying new information in the context of specific situations and upon the use
of explanation facilities as a window into system behavior which facilitates modification.

7. User modelling
The proposed work is related to the field of u.rer modelling (e.g., sec (Kass & Pinin 1987) for a review), in two ways. The first, briefly discussed by l...anglotz et a1. (1986), involves the employment
of an explicit model of the user which is used to tailor justifications for choices to his tastes. We
do not plan to do any work in this area.
The second link to user modelling concerns the use of utility functions aJ user models. Since a
utility function is a representation of a particular user's preferences in a specific decision-making
situation, we may regard a collection of such functions as a model of the expert. Chapter V describes such a structure (called a user profile) which is used by Ul"IIJ to make analogies with other
decision problems and to reference the opinions of other decision makers in an explanation. Some
work in user modelling encompasses the encoding of user preferences (e.g., Rich 1979, 1983), but
the approach is one of maintaining sets of attributes which describe the user in general tenns, rather
than sets of objectives (and their interrelationships) which pertain to particular decisions. We will
continue to examine the user modelling literature to identify other ideas and themes which may be
potentially useful in UTIL.
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Chapter V: Preliminary Work

We have done preliminary work toward UTIL's development in essentially four related areas, using
JESQ's domain (chapter II) as a vehicle throughout:
1.

We have fonnulated a simplified but realistic AMVM for choo~dng among competing spacefreeing actions;

2.

We have sketched some alternative architectures for reimplementing .lESQ, each of which includes this AMVM, in order to illustrate its potential use in various architcctural contexts;

3.

Toward the design of the explanation component, we have collected justification-oriented dialogs from computer operators and used these as the basis for the preliminary design of explanation commands and responses. We have also done some prcliminary \vork on the design
of mechanisms to support these responses.

4.

Toward the design of the refinement component, we havc outlined some capabilities and
mechanisms to support them.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 1 describes an ;\MVM and supporting analysis for the
queue space management problem. Three distinct architectures which might employ this model
are described in section 2, and their implications for the requircd levcl of modularity in UTIIJ are
discussed. Section 3 demonstrates the usual ease with which new alternativcs in JESQ's domain
might be introduced. UTIL's proposed explanation facilities and the rationale underlying their design are described in section 4. Section 5 contains an analogous presentation of lrrll/s refinement
facilities.

1. A sample AMVM: JESQ revisited
In this section we fonnulate a simplified version of JESQ's choice problem in terms of the AMVM.
This serves three purposes: (i) It provides an example with which to illustrate the issues and preliminary techniques introduced in this chapter; (ii) It elucidates some of the analysis involved in
casting decisions in terms of the AMVM;26 and (iii) It allo\vs us to becomc more specific about the
sort of model of choice that we claimed would have enhanced JESQ.
We will not recast the complete domain herc, for that will make hand-simulated examples in later
sections difficult to understand. Rather, we'll address only the fotlo\\ring decision-making situation:
Suppose that a user generates a large dataset that is to be printed on a printcr \vhich is not currently
working, and that a choice between the following alternative plans for manipulating that dataset
must be made in order to free some space on the operating system queue:
1.

copy: copy the dataset to tape and print it later when the requested printer has been repaired.

2.

expensive-printing: print the dataset on a faster printer \vhich uses expensive fonns.

3.

cheap-printing: print the dataset on a slower printer which uses ]o\\i'cr quality forms than those
requested by the user.

4.

delete: delete the dataset from the queue.

5.

install: temporarily install a duplicate of the requested printcr for usc until thc existing printer
has been repaired.

6.

fiche: deliver the dataset to the user on microfiche.

26

Note t however t that this formulation lacks the rigor of an 'industrial strength' analysis. Por example, we developed
the component value functions from intuition rather than using standard assessment techniques. See Keeney (1982)
for an informative overview of the methodology of decision analy~i~. Keeney and RaifTa (1976) provide more detailed illustrations.
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7.

cards: deliver the dataset to the user on punched cards.

8.

dasd: transfer the dataset to the user's private disk storage so that he can later transfer it back
to the queue for printing after the printer has been repaired.

Note that some of these may not be feasible in certain implementations of JES/MVS, some of them
are configuration dependent, and some (e.g., install) are just plain siUy.2 7

1.1 Structuring

ohject;ve~s

First, we structure the objectives of installation management which underlie choices between operational heuristics, using an objectives hierarchy (Keeney & Raiffa 1976). rrhe idea is essentially
to capture the hierarchical nature of objectives in a corresponding hierarchical structure where the
satisfaction of a given objective is measured in tenns of the satisfaction of its component objectives
(i.e., children in the hierarchy). Primitive objectives (at the bottom of the hierarchy) are measured
by their associated attributes. An attribute should be both comprehensive (i.e., indicative of the
level to which the associated objective is achieved) and measurable (i.e., the decision maker can
specify preferences for different possible levels of the attribute). ()f course, this initial problem
structuring would be accomplished by decision analysts and knowledge engineers in the initial stages
of development of an intelligent system, with no help from UTIIJ. Initial parameter assessment
might also be performed with the help of humans, or by an automated facility outside UTIL.28
Recall that the perceived effectiveness of space management actions is judged in tenns of several
objectives (see chapter II), including maximizing the impact on the JES queue space, maximizing
the convenience of the .operator, maximizing the satisfaction of the user cOlnmunity, minimizing
wasted material costs, and maximizing the speed of actions. These, in turn, \vere defined in tenns
of more detailed objectives. We want to slightly simplify this set of objectives here for ease of
presentation.
Let us assume that a single dataset is to be manipulated, so that the objective 'maximize impact'
becomes irrelevant. This will limit the number of alternative actions to the mentioned eight. We
will thus choose among competing space-freeing alternatives based on four ohjectives: 'maximize
operator convenience', 'maximize user satisfaction', 'minimize material costs', and 'minimize space
clearing time'. In our simplified fonnulation, 'maximize operator convenience' may be considered
to directly correspond to 'minimize the amount of additional time the operator spends perfonning
an action beyond that originally required (i.e., before the printer broke do\\'n and created the
problem), measured in tenns of the attribute minuteJ. 'Maximize user satisfaction', on the other
hand, might be decomposed into more detailed, lower-level objectives such as 'minimize turnaround time in excess of that originally required' (measured in tenn~ of the attribute minutes) and
'minimize difference betwecn the output medium originally requested and the output medium associated with the chosen action', measured in terms of a suhjective index \vhich assigns 0 to fonns
most different from those requested and I to precisely those requested and forms ",·hich arc better
than those requested. Note that we could have instead measured 'us~r satisfaction' directly in tenns
of some subjective index (e.g., very-, marginally-, dis-satisfying), but in this case more detailcd (less
opaque) objectives are indeed available. 'Minimize material costs' (in excess of those initially requested) can be directly measured in tcnns of the attribute dollarJ. 'Minimize queue space clearing
time', the time that it takes for the dataset to actually exit the queue (excluding other processing)
can be directly measured in minutes. Pictorially, we have the objectives hierarchy of Pigure 1 for
our sample problem.
J

27
28

These have been included for purposes of exposition. In an actual decision analysis, such alternatives would be
omitted from the start.
See chapter IV for references.
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effectively manage queue space

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

max user sat

-------

min op time min turn time min form diff
(x3)
(xl)
(x2)

min cost

min Q clear time

(x4)

(x5)

Figure 1 : Objectives hierarchy for simplified queue space problem
Our attributes are Xl = additional operator time in minutes, x 2 = additional turnaround time in
minutes, x 3 = difference in form (subjective index), X 4 = additional cost in dol1ars, and X s = (absolute) queue space clearing time in minutes.

1.2 Assessing the impact of alternative plans
Next, we assess the impact of each alternative and represent it in a vector of values for our attributes, fonning a sort of 'profile' for the alternative.
Copy, for example, is represented
(10,34.2,1,1,15.1) according to the following analysis. It takes the operator approximately 10 minutes to make sure a tape is mounted, start the copy process, walk the tape to/from the tape library,
etc., so xl = 10.29 Fixing the printer, and copying and restoring the users job will take around say,
34.2 minutes on average, thereby increasing his turnaround time by that amount (so x2= 34.2).30
Since the copy plan encompasses bringing the dataset back onto the queue and printing it (after the
printer has been repaired), the user receives his data on the output medium requested (thus x3 = 1).
While tapes and tape drives are reusable, we amortize the cost of copying a job at about $1 per job,
so x4 = 1. We assign x5 = 15.1 because the dataset stays on the queue until the copy operation has
been completed (approximately 15.1 minutes). By similar anaty5cs, \ve obtain the vectors shown
in Table I.

Alternative (Plan)

xl

x2

x3

10.0
0.1
0.1
0.0
180.0
0.1
0.1
0.1

34.2
0.0
10.0

1.0
1.0
0.8
0.0
1.0
0.2
0.1
1.0

x4

x5

----------------copy
expensive-printing
cheap-printing
delete
install
fiche
cards
dasd

infinity
180.0
20.0
15.0
32.1

1.00
100.00
0.00
0.00
5000.00
70.00
20.00
0.50

15.1
25.0
40.0
0.1
210.0
50.0
45.0
1.0

Table 1: Attribute vectors for alternatives
29

30

In an actual ana.1ysis we might collect historical data to compute these averages.
Lest there be confusion because x2 > xl, the operator does not have to stand at the tape drive while file transrer
proceeds. Thus, it is reasonable that only 10 minutes of the operator's time is spent in the execution of this alternative even though the copy process takes longer. The same explanation describes why it is reasonable that xS > xl.
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Several assumptions were made in fonnulating l'able I, including:
1.

OUf constant dataset size is I minion lines. In an actual implementation, various attribute
values (e.g., the cost of expensive paper) would be computed as a function of the number of
lines in the dataset. Ilere, they are constants.

2.

Attribute values which might be recorded as negative (i.e., in cases where the alternative actions
are better with respect to the associated objectives) arc recorded as zero to reflect the wording
.tin excess of in our fonnulation of objectives. Equivalently, we might have recorded them as
negative and treated them as zero in the component value functions described later. This is
done because the operators would have precisely honored the user's request for resources had
the printer not been down, rather than attempted to optimize output processing. They (and
hence we) assume that the user will not be made any happier, for example, by expensive paper
if that paper was not requested. Thus, setting these attribute values to zero negates the potential positive utility derived from 'negative excesses'. We would not want these negative excesses
to offset true (positive) excesses in choosing the best alternative.

3.

Alternatives which involve reestablishment of the dataset on the queue for requested printing
(e.g., dasd, copy) assume approximately 30 minutes waiting time for printer repairs. In an actual implementation, this value would be input on a situation by situation basis and the affected attribute values computed accordingly.

1.3 Encoding preferences
Next, we detennine the operational policy (preferences) of installation management regarding selection among alternatives and encode this policy in the value function. Conversations with operators suggest that the attributes satisfy the independence assumptions which justify employing the
additive model. But what is the relative importance of these attributes with respect to choices between competing alternatives?
To some extent, the relative importance of each attribute seems to depend on factors outside the
nl0del, primarily the severity of the current queue space situation. If, say, 25% of queue space remains free, then the installation is wilting to sacrifice some more of an operator's time in order to
provide better service (i.e., more user satisfaction). On the other hand, if only 5% of queue space
remains free, there is significant danger that the target system may 'crash', and so, an individual's
satisfaction is traded ofT for more judicious use of the operator's tllne. Docs this imply that .tamount
of queue space left.t should itself be represented as an attribute, with al1 others conditionally dependent on it? We think not; in fact this would be very unnatural, for the amount of space left at
the time the decision is made fails, in itself, to reflect any coherent objective. Rather, the amount
of space left suggests the tradeofTs between the identified attributes, and thus serves as an index into
a particular value function; different value functions may he appropriate under different levels of
space left. For the time being, Jet us assume that the situation is still under control (i.e., there is
sufficient space left to avoid panic) ; we will develop a value function ,which reflects this assumption.
Using standard acquisition methods, we might dctenninc that the weights for attributes are distributed as in Figure 2. This distribution is consistent \vith our assumptions about tradeoffs when
the situation is not critical.
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effectively manage queue space
(1.0)

(.2)

(.5) I
max user sat

(.1)

(.5)

min op time
(xl)
.1

I
I

-------

min turn time
(x2)
.25

(.5)

min form diff
(x3)
.25

(.2)

I
I
I
I
I

min cost min Q clear time
(x4)
(x5)
.2
.2

Figure 2: Initial distribution of weights
We thus have the following value function for assessing queue space management actions:

v(x1,x2,x3,x4,x5)
.1*v1(xl) + .5{.5*v2(x2) + .5*v3(x3)) + .2*v4(x4) + .2*v5(x5)
= .1*vl(xl) + .25*v2(x2)
+ .25*v3(x3) + .2*v4(x4) + .2*v5(x5)

=

where Vi is the component value function for the ith attribute. Note that the hierarchy allows for
the isolated assessment of decision problems at different levels of abstraction, vlith \veights summing
to 1 at any given leve1. 31 At the highest level, user satisfaction accounts for 50% of the decision,
with the remaining objectives accounting for the remaining 500/0. As for user satisfaction itself, the
only decomposed objective, turnaround time accounts for 50% of the user satisfaction assessment,
with difference in form accounting for the remaining SOO/o. Multiplying the weights as implied by
the hierarchy, we arrive at values of 25% and 25% for these detailed attributes of user satisfaction,
without requiring the user to directly specify these.
Again using existing automated facilities, we might capture the component value functions listed in
Table 2 for our attributes. Note that for objectives which are to be maximized (minimized), the
value functions assign 0 to the lowest (highest) attribute values and 1 to the highest (lowest) values,
with all others lying in between.

31

A~

will be shown, this property is exploited in both explanation and refinement.
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v1: excess operator time (minutes)
vI(xI)

xl

------

x
5
20
x

<= 5
< x <= 20
< x <= 60
> 60

1.0
0.5
0.3
0.0

v2: excess turnaround time (minutes)
v2(x2)

x2

------

x
5
10
20
40
x

<= 5
< x <=
< x <=
< x <=
< x <=
> 60

10
20
40
60

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

v3: difference in form (subjective index: 0 -> 1)
v3(x3) = x3 for all x3
v4: excess material cost ($)
x4

v4(x4)
------

x <= 10
10 < x <=
40 < x <=
80 < x <=
100< x <=
x > 150

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

40
80
100
150

v5: space clearing time (minutes)
x5

v5(x5)

-----x
10
20
30
40
x

<= 10
< x <=
< x <=
< x <=
< x <=
> 60

20
30
40
60

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

Table 2: Component value functions
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1.4 Evaluating alternatives
Finally, we evaluate and compare our alternatives as depicted in 'fable 3. l'hc value function reflects the information in Pigure 2. The consequences of alternatives reflect the contents of Table
1. Component value function evaluation reflects Table 2.

v(dasd) = v(.1,32.1,1,.5,1)
= .l*vl(.l) + .5(.5*v2(32.1) + .5*v3(1)) + .2*v4(.5) + .2*v5(1)
= .85
v(expensive-printing) = v(.1,O,1,lOO,25)
= .l*vl(.l) + .5(.5*v2(O) + .5*v3(1)) + .2*v4(lOO) + .2*v5(25)
= .8

v(cheap-printing) = v(.1,lO,.8,O,40)
.l*vl(.l) + .5(.5*v2(lO) + .5*v3(.8)) + .2*v4(O) + .2*v5(40)
.78

=
=

v(copy) = v(lO.O,34.2,1.O,1.OO,15.1)
.1*vl(lO) + .5(.5*v2(34.2) + .5*v3(1)) + .2*v4(1) + .2*v5(15.1)

=
=

.76

v(delete)

= v(.l,infinity,O,O,.l)

= .l*vl(.l)
= .5
v(cards)

= v(.1,15,.1,20,45)

= .1*vl{.1)
=

+ .5(.5*v2(infinity) + .5*v3(O)) + .2*v4(O) + .2*v5(.1)

+ .5(.5*v2{15) + .5*v3{.1)) + .2*v4(20) + .2*v5(45)

.475

v(fiche)

= v(.1,20,.2,70,50)

= .1*vl(.1)

+ .5(.5*v2(20) + .5*v3(.2)) + .2*v4(70) + .2*v5(50)

= .46

v(install) = v(180,180,1,5000,210)
= .1*vl(180) + .5(.5*v2(180) + .5*v3(1)) + .2*v4(5000) + .2*v5(210)
= .25
Table 3: Evaluation of alternatives for the sample problem
This formulation of the problem imposes the following ordering on alternatives: dasd > expensive
printing > cheap printing > copy > delete > cards > fiche > install.

2. Some AMVM-based architectures for the sanlple problem
In tlus section we discuss some of the potential architectural contexts in which the sample decision
model of the previous section might be useful1y implemented. Our purpose here is (i) to make more
explicit our somewhat vague references to the use of decision-theoretic models as 'top-level' and
'component machinery' in intelligent systems in prior chapters, (ii) to show how JESQ might be
enhanced by incorporating the AMVM in a similar architecture, and (iii) to provide a basis for
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defining a common interface between some popular intelligent system architectures and decisiontheoretic models, so that we may refer to these interfaces in our discussion of explanation and refinement.
We proceed as follows. First, we discuss the component abstract tasks of intelligent process control.
lbese may be performed by the operator, the intelligent system, or by some cooperative arrangement involving both. 32 The next few sections sketch various ways in which these tasks might be
implemented by integrating the AMVM with some standard architectures, and examine the implications for constructing transportable explanation and refinement facilities for 1he 1\MVM.

2.1 Component

task~f

in intelligent p,.oceS~f control

Intelligent process control may be viewed as encompassing the foJlo\ving suhtasks:

•

monitoring: An intelligent agent (operator or system) must obtain the values of target system
state variables in order to (i) detect problem conditions and to (ii) ascertain the status of target
system components which may be employed in managing those conditions.

•

plan determination: An intelligent agent must dctennine one or more (possibly several alternative) planes) for managing the current situation.

•

plan evaluation: An intelligent agent must evaluate these alternatives to select the 'best' one. In
some domains, this may involve simulating the alternatives in order to a~certain their outcomes.

•

plan execution: An intelligent agent must execute the chosen ptan.

While monitoring and execution are relatively straightfof\vard operations, plan detennination and
plan evaluation may be accomplished in a number of ways that vary in their relative depth of reasoning (Klein & Finin 1987b). In the following sections, we examine a few architectures which
distribute these tasks among the human operator and the intelligent system in different ways. The
AMVM plays the role of the plan evaluation component in each of these architectures.

2.2 Architectural context: AMVM

a~f

top-level model

We may employ the AMVM of section 1 as a 'top-level' model for plan evaluation. Under this
scenario, monitoring, plan detennination, and plan execution are pcrfonned hy a human, outside
the system. The operator would monitor the target system, identify a set of alternative plans that
are applicable in the current situation, and look to the intelligent system to help him choose the
best one. The operator would then execute the chosen plan.
The architecture of such a system would incorporate the AJ\1VM as machinery for choosing among
competing alternatives. The alternatives themselves would he represented much as in section 1.

2.3 Architectural context: AMVM and a

~fhallolt,

",odel

Another option is to employ the 1\MVM as a model for plan evaluation in concert with implemented methods for monitoring, plan determination, and plan execution. We consider two versions
of this option, broadly characterized as shallolv and deep.33

32
33

For a discussion of the operational and representational implications of the various options see (Klein & Finin
1987a).
See, e.g., (Hart t 982), (Chandrasekaran 1983), and (Fink 1985) for a discussion of the relative merits of deep and
shallow models. See (Klein & Finin 1987b) for an analysis of 'knowledge depth' in the domains of intelligent process
control.
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By shallow models we usually mean that conclusions are drawn directly from observed facts that
characterize a situation. An advantage of shallow models is that they directly encode the heuristics
that experts use in performing their reasoning tasks, and are thus relatively easy to build. In addition, shallow models tend to be relatively efficient because they select rather than construct their
solutions. One disadvantage of shallow models, however, is that explicitly stating all the preconditions under which a solution should be selected is an error prone process (Koton 1985). Another
weakness of shallow models is that they are inflexible, unable to deal with circumstances even
slightly different from those explicitly anticipated (de Kleer & Brown 1984). In addition, shallow
models may be difficult to maintain, since what is conceptually a single piece of knowledge may
be unsystematically distributed across several objects in a knowledge base. I;inally, explanations
generated from shallow models tend to be limited to traces of the chains of inference that lead to
conclusions.

In this section, we consider the integration of the AMVM \\lith a shallo\v model of plan determination much like that of JESQ. The proposed architecture implements event/response pairs which
are chosen by the AMVM according to the attribute values associated with the response portions.
The event portions of the pairs, consisting of descriptions of relationships hct\vcen target system
state variable values, describe the eligibility of the plans recorded in the response portions. Each
pair represents an operational heuristic, as in JESQ. For example, consider the pairs of Pigures 3a
and 3b.

ALTERNATIVE copy:
EVENT:
queue space is low
dataset
name = ds1
size = 1,000,000 lines
destination = printer1
printer status
name = printer1
status = broken
tape drive status
name = tape1
status = free

RESPONSE:
copy ds! to tape!
move tape on tape1 to tape library
move tape from tape library to tape1
copy ds1 from tape! to queue
print dsl on printer1
move ds1 from printer1 to user bins

RESPONSE ATTRIBUTES:
excess operator time
excess turnaround time
difference in form
excess cost
queue clearing time

==
=
==
==

10.0
34.2
1.0
1.0

= 15.1

END ALTERNATIVE
Figure 3a: Alternative
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ALTERNATIVE expensive printing:
EVENT:
queue space is low
dataset
name = ds1
size = 1,000,000 lines
destination = printer1
printer status
name = printer1
status
broken
printer status
name = printer2
status = free
RESPONSE:
route ds1 from printer1 to printer2
print ds1 on printer2
move ds1 from printer2 to user bins
RESPONSE ATTRIBUTES:
excess operator time
== 0.1
excess turnaround time == 0.0
difference in form
== 1.0
excess cost
= 100.00
queue clearing time
== 25.0
END ALTERNATIVE

=

Figure 3b: Alternative 'expensive printing'
Either heuristic may be appropriate, depending on the status of the target ~ystcm at the time of
instantiation. If say, printer2 is not free but tapel is, copy would be executed. Alternatively, if
printer2 is free but tape I is not, expensive printing would he employed. If neither device is free we
are out of options. J4 But what if both tape I and printer2 are free? \Vhich plan is better? This is
where our sample AMVM comes into play; we essentially necd to choose bctween the two
heuristics according to the installation's operational policy. Recall from ~ection I that expensiveprinting was preferred to copy.

In order to implement these ideas and supporting mechanisms, it \vould be mo~t convenient to use
a language which provides for the encoding of both declarative and procedural constructs (e.g.,
YES/LI (Cruise et a1. 1987), OPS83 (Porgy 1984), YI~S/()PS (Schor et a1. 19R6»). 1\ p~eudocode
sketch of such an implementation appears in Pigures 4a-e. In this implementation, procedural code
provides a convenient representation for algorithmic kno\vledge su.ch as coordinating supporting
tasks with knowledge-based action. ls Forward-chaining production systems provide a convenient
programming paradigm for expressing data-driven events, including knowledge-based action (plan
determination and evaluation) and supporting actions (monitoring). Plan determination is accomplished by the pattern matcher, which invokes operational heuristics whenever they are eligible.
The AMVM, an explicit model of choice, serves as the conflict resolution algorithm for resolving
across them. Recall from chapter II that JESQ employed an implicit model of choice for conflict
resolution, and that this gave rise to several difficulties. Monitoring is also coordinated by the
pattern matcher, but conflict resolution is arbitrary, since the choice of, for example, which query
34
3S

Although in an actual implementation, we would also encode heuristics which involve dcliber ate action to free them.
Recall from chapter II that this \vas accompli~hed using priorities in J ESQ. Clearly, representing procedural knowledge with procedural code is more natural than hacking at declarative code to make it behave procedurally.
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to submit frrst or which response to acknowledge first is more or less irrelevant. Recall that we labelled arbitrary choosing as an implicit model of choice.

Procedure JESQ;
begin;
call initialize;
Do forever
begin;
call monitor;
call act
end;
end JESQ;
Figure 4a: Shallow model supervisor
Procedure monitor;
begin;

call submit-queries;
call collect-responses
end monitor;
Figure 4b: Monitor
Production system act;
conflict resolution = AMVM
{event/response operational heuristics}
end act;
Figure 4c: Act
Production system submit-queries;
conflict resolution = arbitrary
{rules of the form:

IF
token for query of type x is present
THEN submit query of type x
destroy token
create a new token of type x in m minutes }
end submit-queries;
Figure 4d: Submit queries
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Production system collect-responses;
conflict resolution = arbitrary
{rules of the form:
IF

token for response of type x is present
THEN update target system status model
destroy response }

end collect-responses;
Figure 4e: Collect responses
This pseudoprogram exemplifies:
1.

how the AMVM may be incorporated into the production systems architecture to implement
knowledge-based conflict resolution,

2.

how implicit and expHcit models of choice can coexist according to the requirements of the task
at hand,

3.

how declarative and procedural representations may be integrated to promote naturalness of
expression, and

4.

how a JESQ-like system might be enhanced.

Elaborating on (4), note that this skeletal architecture might be sufficiently general to accommodate
other intelligent process control domains as well. It might even be the case that this architecture
could serve as a generally useful extension to the production systems architecture, \vith applications
beyond intelligent process control.
The standard production systems architecture may be depicted as in Pigure 5.

I

inference engine

I

I rule base

Figure 5: Standard production systems architecture
The extension may be depicted as in Figure 6. The choice model database may contain any number
of AMVM's, code for arbitrary conflict resolution, and inlplicit hard-wired conflict resolution algorithmS. 36 Rules are organized in blocks according to their logical function, and programmers explicitly name the model of conflict resolution to be used for each particular block.

36

This is to be distinguished from previous eITorts that employ utility functions for conniet
systems (e.g., White & Sykes 1986), which assume a single explicit model of choice.
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I inference engine I

I

rule base

choice model database

Figure 6: Augmented production systems architecture
The augmented production systems architecture may in turn be naturally integrated with procedural
code in the spirit of YES/LI-like languages (Cruise et a1. 19R7) as in figure 7. In this architecture,
production rules coexist with procedural code as in our pseudocode fonnulation of JESQ. The supervisory interpreter directs the execution of procedures and production systems as specified, employing the choice model database for conflict resolution as in Figure 6.

I

I rule base

supervisory interpreter

I choice model database

I

I procedure database I

Figure 7: Integrated augmented production systems and procedural architecture
In summary, we can envision use of the AMVM in shallow intelligent systems where explicit,
knowledge-intensive choices arc necessary. An arbitrary number of i\MVM's may he encoded (each
pertaining to a given production system module), and these may coexist \vith implicit models of
choice.

2.4 Architectural context: AMJ7M and a deep nlodcl
The plans encoded in the shallow model of the previous section, which specify the movement of
data from the queue to other components (e.g., tape drives, printers), are based on the structure
of the underlying computer system being modelled. But since this structure is only implicitly represented, the system would be limited by some of the di~advantagcs which typify shallow models.
For example, the configuration of the computer system may be changed, requiring additional
preconditions to be encoded in the antecedents of rules, but there is no systematic way of identifying
the rules that should be changed. Depending on the nature of a particular configuration change,
we may also need to add or delete rules. Another potential limitation of the system is that explanations are limited to the presentation of the conditions under \vhich plans are applicable. Finally,
the system would only be able to handle those state conditions that have been encoded in the
antecedents of rules, with no provisions for dealing with unanticipated situations.
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In contrast, deep models of expertise correspond more clo~ely to the notion of reasoning from first
principles. They tend to be more robust than shallow models, handling problems not explicitly
anticipated and exhibiting higher performance at the periphery of their knowledge. In addition, it
can be easier to verify the completeness of deep models. Por example, in device-centered models
of physical systems (e.g., de Kleer & Brown 1984, Davis 1984) each physical device maps directly
into a structured object in the representation. Deep models of expertise are also more useful for
generating explanations in that reasoning steps which are usually implicit in shallow models can
be elucidated. Deep reasoning is, however, bound to be slower and more complex than shallow
reasoning in that a more sophisticated control structure is required (Koton 1985).
In this section, we describe a deeper model for managing queue space. Monitoring, plan detennination, plan evaluation, and plan execution are performed automatically as in the shallow model.
But plan detennination is a process of generation rather than invocation, which employs an explicit
structural representation of JESQ's domain as depicted in Pigure 8.

'l

/'J

FICHE PRINT

~

CHEAP PRINTER

******* ~

~

******~

~

*QUEUE*

TAPE DRIVE

~EXPENSIVE

::-;

~~**********

TAPE LIBRARY

PRINTER

*USER BINS*
***********

~

/j\

USER DASD

Figure 8: Structural model of computer installation
Using this model, plan determination adopts the form of searching a graph in which nodes represent
components and edges represent their interconnections. The search alway~ begins at node QUEUE
and tenninates at node lJSER BINS, and each such path through the graph (al1o\ving one iteration
of any given cycle) represents a candidate path through \vhich datascts may 11o\\r in order to clear
the QUEUE. This representation has the advantage that a change in the configuration may be directly mapped into a change in the representation, and the kno\vlcdge ahout computing plans for
moving datasets (searching the graph) remains unchanged. It is also more portable than the other
representations, requiring only a configuration description for any particular installation.
As for the other component tasks, monitoring encompasses supplying values for status variables
associated with each node in the graph (e.g., the availability of a tape drive). Plan evaluation involves using the AMVM to compare alternative generated paths. Por each component of Pigure
8, we encode a description (e.g., processing time per line of data) \vhich supports the computation
of the attributes of the AMVM. A plan (path of devices) can be evaluated \\rith respect to the attributes (e.g., turnaround time) by summing the values associated with the processors that lie along
the generated path. One advantage of this method is that we need only supply local devicedependent data for each represented device in order to compute the attributes associated with generated plans, rather than assigning them at the level of composite plans as in the t\VO architectures
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previously discussed. Execution encompasses executing commands associated \vith each interconnection to move the dataset from one device (node) to another.

2.5 Interfacing plan deteJ'·n,;nat;on with evaluation
We have outlined three architectures in which the AMVM scrved as the machinery for plan evaluation. Let us make explicit the common interface with plan detcrmination shared by each of these.
In the frrst architecture discussed, the opcrator specified the alternatives and the attributes. In the
second, these alternatives were hard-coded in the consequents of rules, as \"ere the associated attribute values. In the third, the plans were generated rather than invoked, and the corresponding attribute values were computed from the same explicit model used for plan detennination. It is
important to note that in all three architectures, we can interface plan detennination with evaluation
in the same way: by supplying the values for attributes associated \vith alternative plans (be they
directly captured from users, encoded ahead of time, or computed in realtime).

2.6 Implications for approach to explanation and '·e.{incnlcnt
Given this common interface, it seems reasonable to first focus on the dcvelopnlent of explanation
and refinement facilities in isolation. This is not to say that either the explanation or refinement
of choice models is totally isolated from the explanation or refinement of other structures (e.g., rules
in the second architecture or device descriptions in the third). Indeed, integrating the explanation
and capture of choice knowledge with that of other knowledge is an interesting and formidable task.
The point is that the existence of a uniform interface to the AMVM provides reason to believe that
machinery for the explanation and refinement of choice kno\vlcdge can be integrated with analogous machinery for supporting other structures at some future time. rrhus, we focus on the explanation and refmement of choice-related information first, with an eye toward facilities which
support more complex architectures encompassing other structurcs (e.g., for plan invocation or
generation).

3. Acquiring new alternatives
Of the three archjtectures discussed, only the third provides for the automated generation of alternatives. The frrst two require that the alternatives be specified. Before addressing explanation and
refinement in general tenns, \ve wish to demonstrate the case \vith \vhich nc\v alternatives may be
integrated with existing ones through the usc of the AMVM. Recall from chapter II that the Jack
of such a model in JESQ rendered the rational integration of ne\v alternatives ncarly impossible.
Suppose that an installation acquires a ne\v low-end printer. rfhis creates a new alternative for
output processing at the site. 31 We envision the following sort of dialog bet\vecn an intelligent system and an operations manager for capturing the infonnation needed to integrate this alternative
into the knowledge base. l'he user initiates the dialog; his participa.tion is sho\vn in CAPITAI~.
Intelligent system-generated text is shown in normal casco 'rhe mechanisms underlying this text are
discussed in section 6.
> NEW ALTERNATIVE

Please type the name of the alternative.
> CIJEAP PRINTING

31

For this example, a..c;sume that cheap printing is not yet included in the set of
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How many minutes of additional operator time for cheap printing? As a reference point, additional
operator time for dasd is .1 minutes, and is 180 minutes for install.
> .1

How much additional turnaround time (in minutes) for cheap printing? As a reference point, additional turnaround time for dasd is 32.1 minutes, and is 180 minutes for install.
> 10

How much difference in form (on a scale from 0 to 10, l\'Uh f) the most different) for cheap printing?
As a reference point, difference in form for dasd is 10, and is 10 for install.
> 8

How much additional material cost (in dollars) for cheap printing? As a reference point, additional
material cost for dasd is .50 dollars, and is 5000 dollars for install.
> 0

How much queue clearing time (in minutes) for cheap printing? As a reference point, queue clearing
time for dasd is 1 minutes, and is 210 minutes for install.
>

40

Assuming queue space is, say, just a little low, the ne\v ordering on altcrnati,'es is:
dasd, expensive-printing, cheap-printing, copy, delete, cards, fiche, install
Does that seem reasonable?
> YES

Good.
We expect that in general, the addition of alternatives \vill remain this simple. Contrast this with
attempting to guess the correct priority for the newly-added alternative.
llad the ranking been incorrect, the user would invoke the explanation and refinement facilities
described in the follo\ving sections,3R for the model of choice itself \vould have to be modified.

4. Justifying choices
The purpose of explaining the rationale behind choiccs is t\vofold. Pirst, we need to convince the
user that the chosen altcrnative is indeed the preferred one. Second, \ve need to provide insight into
how the current choice model behaves so that erroneous or dated portions of it can bc identified
for modification.
We communicate the flavor of lJTIL,'s proposed explanation facility as follows. Section 1 describes
the elements of justifications collected from computer operators. Section 2 describes a potential
approach to explanation and associated commands. Section 3 depicts a hypothetical dialog betwecn
38

Section 6 contains an example of refinement following the incorrect integration of a new alternative.
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UTIL and the user. Some potential mechanisms for supporting this dialog arc presented in section
4. Section 5 reflects upon the integration of these mechanisms \vith other explanation facilities.

4.1 Some discourse elenlents
Our goal is to generate convincing justifications for choices. nut what makes a justification convincing? llow do people explain choices to one another? In an effort to answer these questions,
we conducted a series of int.erviews with twelve computer operators at IBM's "fhomas J. Watson
Research Center in Yorktown J-Ieights, N.Y. Each operator was presented \vith the following description of a choice situation concerning the management of .IES queue space:
Queue space is low. We have a large dataset destined for a 3800 prinfer, to be prinfM on lpart forms,
but the 3800 is dOll'n and awaiting repairs. The following altcrnath'cs arc a"ailablc:

•

DJ to tape (DJ)39

•

print on a 3211 (3211)40

•

call the user and negotiate the fate of the dataset (CAI...Ij)

•

do nothing; wait until the 3800 has been fixed (\V Arr)

•

install a new printer just to print the waiting dataset (INSTAI.Jj)

The operator was then asked to rank the actions. Next, the operator was asked to compare various
alternatives according to the ranking. Two sorts of comparisons were requested. Pirst, we asked
why the chosen alternative was the best one. J;or example, if the operator produced the ranking
DJ > CALL > 3211 > \V AIT > INSTALIJ' we asked, '\Vhy is III the best?' Next, we asked the
operators to compare particular pairs of alternatives, as in 'Why is I)J better than CAIJL?' and
'Why is CALL better than 3211'? Observations regarding both the substance and fonn of their
justifications are discussed in the following sections. Where portions of a justification have been
reproduced, we have omitted rambling, 'thinking out loud', and pause words such as 'ugh' and
'hmm/. The essential structure and content, however, have been preserved.

Focus on values and objectives
Our interviews provide another data point to support Keeney's assertion that 'values are the basis
for any interest in any decision problem' (Keeney 1986). \Vhcn asked to cOlnpare alternatives,
operators refer to the objectives, their associated attributes, levels of attainment for particular alternatives, and other value-oriented objects in justifying their choices.
We observe that the operators mention both high- and ]o\v-Ievel objectives In justifying their
choices. Justifications sometimes include a statement of general mission, as in:
'As operations, our responsibility is to have the systcJn up and as much as possible operational at
.

all times.'

'That's what we're here for, to service the u.rers'
'We need the best and quickest solution we can find to recovcr the error.
all about.'

1~ltat'.';

lvhat operation..f is

'We're serving the people, you know.'

39

40

This is operator jargon for alternative copy_
This is alternative cheap printin2.
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The operators are sometimes more specific about which ohjcctivcs are best satisfied by alternatives,
as m:
' ... by the time it prints out or whatever, that's a slower process.'
'It saves the operator a lot of work'
'well, its the quickest way and the easiest way'
These utterances, for example, refer to objectivc5 such as lninimize additional operator work and
minimize queue clearing time.

Pruning and ordering objectives
In justifying a choice, the operators focus on those objectives which particularly distinguish the alternatives under consideration. If one objective value greatly dominates the deci5ion, for instance,
other objectives may be omitted from the justification. Por example, \vhcn asked why \VAIT was
preferred to INSTAlJJ, one operator just laughed and proclaimed, 'cost!'. Yet that same operator,
in justifying why DJ was better than WAIT, replied, ' ... going out to tape is quick'. \Vhile both
cost and speed clearly influenced his decisions, he focu55cd on the objective which truly distinguished the pair of alternatives under consideration in each explanation. 1\ corollary to this observation is that objectives that are not pruned from the explanation should be ordered in tenns
of their impact in distinguishing the two alternative5.

Granularity of attribute values
In general, the operators mention qualitative values for attrihutes, as in:
'That's an enormous expense'
'I'm assuming that the queue space is real full here'
'It saves the operator a lot of work'
However, we also note occurrences of quantitative values in the context of more detailed explanations, particularly in discussing particular plans as in:
'You can contact the user in 5ay 10 secondJ. You say he's got this dataset and he's got to look at
it. You can solve your problem or make your deci5ion in like a ,ninute'
Thus, it seems that high-level justifications encompa~s qualitative values \vhilc more detailed justifications for particular plans refcr to quantitative estimates of those values.

Stating the importance of objectives
We observe that operators make explicit statements regarding not only the ohjectives that underlie
choices, but also the importance of those objectives. Considef. fOf example:

'An operator's time is important'
'Time in operations is very important'
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lbese operators felt compelled to mention not only that minimizing an operator's time was an
objective, but that it was generally important, outside consideration of any particular alternatives.

Explicitly identifying the decision making context
We observe that operators not only identify the elements of decision making (the objectives, their
relative importance, etc.), but also the context in which the relationships between those clements
are assumed to hold. For example:

,If the system's going down or something, you go with the quickest'
,If queue space is at an interlnediate point where there's not going to be much problem, I'd just let
it sit there.'
'I'm not too crazy about destroying the person's dataset, but it all drpends on hOliJ critical the situation is'.

,I'm assuming that the queue space is real full here'
These utterances imply that different alternatives would he chosen under different circumstances.
In the queue space dotnain, these 'circumstances' correspond to the severity of the current situation
as measured by the amount of space left on the JES queue.

Referring to significant components of plans
Values for attributes which describe a plan may represent sums of more detailed attribute values
contributed by individual plan steps. For example, the increase in turnaround time due to DJ represents the sum of component increases in turnaround time yielded by the individual actions of
the DJ plan, including mounting tapes, labelling them, submitting the 'copy command', and other
detailed actions.
We observe that the operators do not merely present the values of (summary) plan attributes, but
additionally identify the most significant component plan steps, as in:
'They'd have to get the tapes out, label them, you know'
'You can contact the user in say 10 seconds. You say he's got this dataset and he's got to look at

it. You can solve your problem or make your decision in like a minute'
Thus, operators mention the values for significant attributes \vhich characterize plans, and expose
which components of those plans most significantly account for those values.

Defending alternatives by identifying others' weaknesses
We observe that the operators often extoll the virtues of an alternative by pointing out the comparative weaknesses of others. For example, consider:
'Take one of the other ones. By the time you get the tape or \vhatever, by the time it prints out
or whatever, that's a slower process.'
'Maybe the guy can't use it when it comes out on a 32 t I'
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These utterances focus on the negative consequences of alternatives \vith regard to 'maximize queue
clearing time' and 'minimize difference in form the user receives'.

Reference to other decisions and decision makers
We observe that the operators make references to the decisions of other agents and decision makers.
For example, consider:
'Some people here might think that their \vaiting time is a lot more valuahle than the cost of the
new printer, but that's their opinion'
'That's fme as long as we have authorization from high above. 'T'hen we handle it differently'.
, ... We can do it without asking about the decision we have to make.'
'Based on our own experience or the title you have, you may make your own decision.'

'On my own, chances are that I would not delete the dataset'

Summary and continuing work
We have identified some of the essential clements of the operators' justifications for their choices,
and we will continue to examine the dialogs for additional elcments.
In addition, it seems logical to collect dialogs from decision analysts as \vell. \"hile we believe that
the actual domain experts' (i.e., operators') justifications are probably the bctter model for designing
UTIL's explanation facility, observing trained decision analysts as they justify choices to their clients should yield additional useful elements of explanation.

4.2 Approach to explanation and a~~~~ociated comnlands
While there may be many possible approaches to elucidating the factors underlying a choice (e.g.,
graphical or tabular presentation of the underlying attributes), our goal is to produce natural explanations akin to those which people seem to ofTer in justifying choices. Ilo\vcvcr, the reader
should note that the current enterprise is not a study in discourse analysis or in natural language
generation; we are here concerned with jncorporating clements of both the fonn and content of
justifications for choices as people prescnt them, but are not focussed on precisely reproducing
human-like justifications. There are three reasons for this:
1.

Explanation, in part, serves as the user's 'window' into the structure of the I\MVM. Thus, we
are faced with the challenge of providing adequate insight into the model's parameters and
operation, while providing intuitively appealing justifications for choices.

2.

People use pause words, are needlessly verbose, and commit other linguistic acts which potentially obscure justifications. We want to avoid replicating these characteristics of human
explanations.

3.

Natural language generation is a challenging research area in its own right. It would be impractical to attack problems in that field in the context of this research, the goals of which are
quite different. Following researchers such as Davis (1976) and l.anglotz et aI. (1986), we will
use simple methods for text generation so as not to deviate from our research focus. Our hope
is that our efforts may be adapted to employ more sophisticated methods for text generation
at a later time.
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These considerations give rise to the following design strategy for lJfIl.. 's explanation component:
borrow the seemingly desirable characteristics of both the fonn and substance of human justifications for choices (not being distracted by grammatical concerns such as tcnse agreement and proper
pluralization), and embellish these with additional information which seem to allow for effective
model repair. In short, we need to strike a balance betwecn naturalness, model exposition, and research focus in generating explanations.
In this section we describe some of the explanation-oriented commands which we would like to
offer users in UTIL. Naturally, all of these involve the comparison of alternatives in one fonn or
another. We assume that AMVM-based evaluation of alternativcs is initiated via a command of
the form (CHOOSE a J , ••• , t1n ) where {at, ... , 11n} is a set of alternatives from which CIIOOSE returns the best. In the top-level architecture of section 2.2, the user issues (:II()()SE directly. In
the shallow .model of 2.3, aJ' ... , ~ would be instantiated by the pattern matcher, and the interpreter
would invoke CHOOSE as the conflict resolution step of the recognize/act cycle. In the deep model
of section 2.4, a controlling module would invoke Cll()OSE as the plan evaluation phase of the
monitor/plan detennination/plan evaluation/execution cycle.
First, we describe the commands which the user would use immediately after invoking CIIOOSE.
(\V1IY) allows the user to ask why the preferred alternativc is the best, \vithout specific reference
to another. Looking to human interaction for clues, consider the following operator's response to
'WIlY is CALL the best?':

Well, its the quickest way and eaJicst way. You can contact tlte user in, Jay, 10 second.f. You say he's
got this dataset and he's got to look at it. You can solve the probleln or make your decision in like
a minute. Take one of the aliter ones, by the ti1ne you get tlte tape or whatercr, by the lime it prints
out or whatever, that's a slower process. You knolv, you lonk at the eaJiest lvay and go from there,
or quickest way. If the system's going down or something, you go witlt the quickeJt.
This operator compared his choice, CALL, with his next two choices, D1 and 3211. In addition,
he described the significant steps in plan CAl..-lJ which made it desirable with respect to objective
'maximize speed'. lIe also explicitly indicated that 'maximize speed' \vas a generally important objective in the decision making context 'system going down'.
A more focussed version of WIlY is (\VlIY N()T b), which allows the user to compare the chosen
alternative with a particular alternative b that he might think more appropriate. WIlY NOT should
provide more specific responses than WIlY, focussing only on the t\VO mentioned alternatives, and
narrowing in on precisely those objectives which serve to distinguish their relative desirability. We
speculate that WIlY NOT would probably be repetitively used after invoking \VIIY; that is, WHY
will provide a general justification for the chosen alternative \vhich the user \vi11 challenge via use
ofWI-IY NOT.
The operation of WIlY and \VIIY NOT reflects the assuInption that (=II()()SI~ has just been executed. We should also supply some commands which provide additional infonnation by calling
CHOOSE and using its data structures or intermediate results. Por example, the user may gain
additional insight into the AMVM's behavior by comparing t\VO alternatives, ncither of which was
returned by CHOOSE. (COl\1PARE a b) provides a WIlY NOT analysis for alternatives a and b
(after EVALing (CI-IOOSE a b)). We envision that many such simple variations \\:i1l obviously
present themselves as we implement UTIL.
It is also important to allow the user to focus on details of a justification that interest him and to
ask for the more general context of a particular part of the justification. These operations naturally
correspond to the descending and ascending of the objectives hierarchy, respectively. In order to
obtain more detail regarding an objective, we might provide a (DETAIl, 0) command, where 0 is
an objective (perhaps mentioned in an explanation generated by WIlY or 'VI IY N()T). DETAIl1
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may be used many times in succession to elicit progressivcly morc detailed explanations. DETAIL
may also be used outside the scope of a particular choice (i.e., when (:II()()SE has not been executed), to elucidate portions of the model.
So that users may ascertain the context of a detailed objective, we Jnight provide a (REIJEVANCE
0) command, which elucidates the parent and sibling objectives for objective o. We can also envision the potential usefulness of an (EXPIJAIN 0) command which provides the infonnation of
both DETAIL and REIJEVANCE for an objective o.
We might also provide an alternative interface whereby com,mands such as EXPl,AIN, RELEVANCE, and DETAIL are entered by highlighting a portion of a previously generated explanation
on the screen and clicking a mouse or hitting a PF key.

4.3 Hypothetical dialog
Ilaving provided a brief description of potential u~rII~ commands for explanation, we present a
hypothetical dialog and hint at potential implementation methods. A disclaimer: \VC are not ready
to advocate these methods; we will need to imp]ctncnt thcrn and to test thcln on several examples.
They are presented here only to communicate the flavor of the approach \\'C plan to pursue at the
outset of the research.
So as not to obscure its naturalness, we present the dialog in its entirety in this section t and defer
description of the hypothesized underlying mechanisms to the next section. l'he syntax of the dialog is as follows. User responses follow the prompt symbol (» and arc (:I\])rrJ\tJZED. Text
generated by UTIL appears in ordinary case. Annotations arc {enclosed in hraces}. Assume that
UTIL has access to all the information in the sample 1\ MVI\1 of section I.

> CIIOOSE COPY, EXPENSIVE PRINTING, CIIEAP PRINrrING,
FICHE, CARDS, DASD

My recommendation is to perform plan

I)ElJ~TE,

INSTALL,

da..~.

> WHY

My objective is to effectively manage queue space. In order to achicvc that objecth'c I must maximize
user satisfaction, minimize material costs, minimizc queuc clcaring time, and minimize time spent
by the operator. This is similar to the way in which I choose among actions to rcco\'cr from hardware problems.
Assuming that queue space is a little lo\v, dasd is ix'tter than cXp<'nsh'c printin~, for example, primarily becausc if is of IOlver material cost and IO\\'cr clearing time. eXp<'nsi\·e printing is of higher
extra material cost because if in\'olves using $100 lvorth of paper.
dasd is better than cheap printing primarily because it is of 10lver
of highcr clearing time because if involveC\ using a slow printer.

clearin~

time. cheap printing is

By the way, dasd would also be the choice of most 1st shift managers and 2nd shift managers.

> WHY NOT CARDS
Although ca,rds is slightly better than dasd with regard to additional turnaround time (a component
of user satisfaction), dasd is much better with regard to the difference in the form the user receives
(a component of user satisfaction).
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{The user enters DETAIl" IJSER SATISFACTION or highlights the
clicks the DETAIL mouse button}

phra~e

'user

sati~faction' and

My ability to maximize user satisfaetion depends upon the degree to l\'hich I minimize additional
turnaround time and minimize the difference of the form the user recci,'cs. additional turnaround
time and difference in form are equally important in my evaluation of user satisfaction.
While cards is characterized by additional turnaround time of 15 nlinlltcs, Ic..~~ than 32.1 minutes
for dasd, dasd is characterized by no .difference in the form the user rcceives, much more similar to
the user's request than cards. Since additional turnaround time and difference in form are equally
important in my evaluation of user satisfaction, dasd is clearly better with regard to uscr satisfaction.
{The user enters DETAIl, ADDITIONAI.I TIJRNAR()IJNIl TIl\·fE or
clicks the DETAIL mouse button}

hi~hlights

this phrase and

additional turnaround time is the amount of additional time the plan dela}'s the user's acquisition
of his output, measured in minutes. The Ics..c; additional turnaround time, the better.
> RELEVANCE ADDITIONAI.I TURNAR()IJND

1~11\1E

additional turnaround time is a component of user satisfaction, along ","ith difference in form. user
satisfaction is a component of effectively manage queue space.
> DETAIL CHOICE
My objective is to effectively manage queue space. In order to achie\"c that objcctive I must maximize
user satisfaction, minimize material costs, minimize queue clearing time, and minimize time spent
by the operator. Although cards is slightly better than daSd ,,·ith regard to additional turnaround
time (a component of user satisfaction), dasd is much better with regard to the differcnce in the form
the user receives (a component of user satisfaction), somel\'hat better lvith regard to clearing time,
and slightly better with regard to additional material cost.
> EXPLAIN CLEARING TI1\fE
clearing time is the amount of time the plan takes to clear a datac;ct off the queue, measured in
minutes. The less clearing time, the better. clearing time is a compon('nt of effccth'cly manage queue
space.

dasd is as good or better than install with regard to c\-'cry ohjec'i,'c "'hich nndt'rlics my rhoice.
{And the user continues to explore the rationale behind the decision as desired}

4.4 Mechanisms employed in the hJ'pothetical dialog
In this section we provide a description of some of the mechanisms \vhich might be implemented
to produce the dialog of the previous section.
All responses are generated by instantiating values in response templates. rrhc templates themselves
would be selected on the basis of the context of the dialog and of the nature of the explanation
appropriate to the situation.
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The syntax of the dialog is as follows. As before, user responses follow the prompt symbol ( > ) and
are CAPITALIZED, and text generated by lJTIl~ appears in ordinary casco Variables in response
templates are < enclosed in angle brackets>. All elements of dialog are in hold, and descriptions
of methods used to generate Ul~ll/s responses appear in nonnal font. Assume that lJTIl.., has access to all the information in the sample AMVM of section t.
> CHOOSE COPY, EXPENSIVE PRINTING, CllEAP PRIN1·INC;,
FICIIE, CARDS, DASD

DEI.J~l·E,

INST AIJL,

My recommendation is to perform plan < dasd > .
AMVM-based evaluations (Table 3) indicate that dasd is the highest valued option.

> WHY

My objective is to < effecth'cly manage queuc spacc> . In ordt'r to achic,·c that objective I must
< maximize user satisfaction>, < minimize material costs>, < minimize qut'uc clearing time>,
and < minimize time spent by the operator> .

UTIL examines the objectives hierarchy and lists the top-level objectives in order of absolute importance as recorded in the value function. Recall that our value function is:
v(xl,x2,x3,x4,xS) = .1+vl(xl)

+

.S(.S+v2(x2)

+

.S+v3(x3))

+

.2+v4(x4) + .2*v5(x5)

Note that detailed objectives (turnaround time and difference in form) arc suppressed.
This is similar to the way in which I choose among actions to < rcco,·cr from hardware problems> .
A user profile (UP) is maintained for each UTIL user, consisting of a set of value functions and
associated objectives hierarchies which the user has constructed, each indexed by the name of the
choice to which it pertains and the context description under which it is applicable.
To make analogies with other choices the user has faced, \ve search the user's lJP for a model that
includes the same objective hierarchy under the same context, in this case presumably matching
on a choice called 'recover from hardware problems'. The ohjcctive weights in the value function
need not be the same for a successful match.
Assuming that queue space is < a little low> ,
Context identification is perfonned simply by enumerating context variables. ror choice 'effectively
manage queue space', there is a single context variable 'alTIOunt of space left'. rrhe description '3
little low' might correspond to the range 20-40~~ left. Another context, 'extrclTIcly lo\v' might correspond to 10-19 % left. Each context is associated \vith a value function \"hieh differs from others
in its weights on objectives.

< dasd > is better than < expensive printing> for examplc, primaril)' because it is of < lower>
< material cost> and < lower> < clearing time> .
OUf value function induces the ordering: dasd > cxpcn~ivc printing > cheap printing > copy >
delete > cards > fiche > install. l-AJoking to the human operators' explanations for queues, UTIl.l
explains why dasd is better than its two closest contenders, in this case expensive printing and cheap
printing. In response to WIlY, we focus only on positive evidence, since WIlY is interpreted as
requesting a general argument in support of the chosen alternative. Detailed analysis of the actual
tradeoffs involved in choosing one alternative over another is handled by \VIIY N()T.
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We employ the folJowing method for enumerating the 'key' objectives underlying the choice over
close contenders in response to WI--IY. Note that a different method is used for WIlY NOT, '~lhich
produces more focussed explanations and addresses tradeofTs.
1.

Detennine if the chosen alternative dominate.s4 1 the contender by direct comparison of attributes values. ]f so, simply explain that the chosen alternative is as good or bctter with regard
to all the objectives which underlie the decision. If not (the usual case), continue.

2.

Calculate the differences in contribution (w;v,(x;)) of each attribute i with respcct to the two alternatives. The contribution for an attribute yields a measure of the effects of that attribute
on the overall evaluation. This measure takes into account both the value and the importance
of the attribute with respect to a particular alternative. 42

3.

Prune attributes which produce negative or zero differences. This leaves only those attributes
which support the chosen alternative.

4.

Starting with the attributes which have the largest contribution difference~, collect enough evidence in support of the alternative to counterbalance the total of the negative evidcnce. This,
in a sense, yields the set of 'important' attributes which support the chosen alternative, for this
set has the follo\\ring properties: (i) It includes those attributes \vhich provide the largest positive contribution differences and (ii) It includes enough of these to counterbalance the attributes which argue against the chosen alternative. Inosely speaking, attributes providing
positive contribution differences which are omitted arc merely the 'icing on the cake'.

5.

Present the resulting set of attributes in defense of the alternative, along \vith the higher-level
objectives influenced (if any exist).

Following is a detailed exposition of the method for this example.
Step I: We compare the raw attribute levels of the two contenders (+ is better, - is worse,
equal):

dasd:
expensive-printing:

.1
.1

32. 1
0

1
1

=

IS

.5
1
100 25

+

=

+

We observe that dasd does better on cost and clearing time, hut worse on turnaround time. So dasd
does not dominate expensive printing. Rather, it was chosen because the value function specifies a
tradeoff of turnaround time for hettcr cost and clearing time.
Step2: To identify the most important objectives \vhich distinguished the alternatives, we calculate
the differences in the contributions made by the individual attributes:

41

42

dasd:
expensive-printing:

.1
.1

differences:

o

.1
.25
.25 . 25
- .15

a

.2

.2

. 08

.12'

+.12 +.08

Definition: Suppose, without loss of generality, that preferences increase in each x; (i.e., the more x;, the better) for
a set of attributes xl •... ,Xn • We say that an alternative (XI' ... ,xn ) dominates another alternative (Yl' ... ,Yn ) whenever x; ~ Yi for all i and Xi > y; for some i. Less formally, if one alternative dominates another, then the dominated
alternative is a Jnoncontender' for best, since the dominating alternative is at least as good for every attribute and
strictly better for at least one. In the usual case, where neither alternative dominates, the decision-maker's tradeoffs
between attributes come into play.
To compare the numbers returned by different component value functions (corresponding to difTerent allributes) for
a given alternative as well as the values returned by the (composite) value function acrO!\$ alternatives, we need to
assume that v is a measurable value function. See (Oyer & Sarin 1979) for details.
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Step3: Pruning negative and zero differences to remove negative and non-distinguishing attributes
leaves x4 (contribution difference = .12) and x5 (.08).
Step4: We prune the least important positive difference attributcs as foHows. Starting with the
highest valued positive contribution, we observe whethcr it is sufficient to cancel the sum of the
negative evidence:

1.121 > 1-·151?
The answer is 'no' in this case, so we include the next highest valued positive attribute contribution:

1.12 + .081 > 1-·15t?
The answer is yes, so we are finished.
StepS: x4 and xS are presented; neither are components of higher level attrihutcs.
< expensive printing> is of < higher> < extra material cost> because it in\'olvcs < using SI00
worth of paper> .

For each plan, we maintain a canned description of the steps which most influence its attribute
values. To instantiate 'using $100 worth of paper/, we referenced the description for plan 'expensive
printing' for attribute 'matcrial cost'. Attribute 'material cost' was selected rather than 'clearing
time' because it was associated with the larger contribution difference.
Next, we repeat the process with the second closest contender, < cheap printing> .
< dasd > is better than < cheap printing> primarily because it is of < lo\v('r > < clearing time> .

Stepl:

dasd:
cheap-printing

1

.5

.8

o

32.1

.1
.1

10

+

=

1
40

+

In this case, the existing model specifics a tradeoff of hctter differcnce in fonn and clearing timc for
worse turnaround time and material cost.
Step2:

dasd:
cheap-printing:
differences:

.1
.1

o

.1
.2

.25

-.1

+.05

.2

.2
.2

.2
.08

o

+.12

Step3: Pruning negative and zero diffcrences, we have x3 and x5 as candidates to mention as positive evidence for selecting dasd.
Step 4: We compare the largest positive difference \vith the sum of the negative differences.

1·121 > 1-·11?
lbe answer is yes, so we needn/t include x3 in the explanation.
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StepS: We present x5 in the justification. Ilad x3 not been excluded, we \\'ould have included
something like ' < lower> < difference in form> helps to < maximize user satisfaction>' in the
justification.
< cheap printing> is of < higher> < clearing time> because it in\~ol\'es < using a slow printer> .

To instantiate < using a slow printer> t we reference the description for plan < cheap printing>
for attribute < clearing time> .

By the way, < dasd > would also be the choice of most < 1st shift
managers> .

mana~('rs >

and < 2nd shift

In a prior exposition, the user profile was used to organized different choice models (intraprofile
comparison) for a given user so that analogies with other problems could he made; here, \\le use the
profiles to compare the preferences of different users (intcrprofilc comparison) for a given problem.
Specifically, we examine the user profiles of 1st and 2nd shift managers, each of \vhich includes the
'effectively manage queue space' choice model. lJ1'Il~ executes these, noting that they produce the
same choice as the current user's model for the same context description.
We might also explore the organization of lJPs in a user profile !z;('rarchy \vhich logically groups
decision makers to reflect the hierarchical structure of their organizations. Por example, we might
group 1st and 2nd shift managers under the category 'managers', and use this structure to make
statements about managers in general. This is some\vhat reminiscent of the .rlcrcnlype DAG of Rich
(1979).
> WHY NOT CARDS

Although < cards> is < slightly> better than < dasd > with regard to < additional turnaround
time> (a component of < user satisfaction», < dasd > is < much> better ,,·ith regard to < the
difference in the form the user receives> (a component of < user satisfaction> ).
The following variation on the WIlY procedure might be used. \Vhercas \\'IIY presents only the
most influential evidence which supports the alternative, \VIIY NOT indicates tradeoffs, exposing
both positive and negative evidence underlying the choice of an alternative.
1.

Detennine if the chosen alternative dominates the contcnder by direct examination of the attributes. If so, simply explain that the chosen alternative is as good or better \vith regard to all
the objectives which underlie the decision. If not (the usual case), continue; we must expose
the tradeofTs that were taken into account.

2.

Calculate the differences in contribution for each attribute.

3.

Prune least important positive and negative attributes (by an extension of the mcthod for
WIlY which is illustrated below). "his leaves those attributes ~vhich most. influenced the deCISIon.

4.

Present these attributes, along with the higher-level objectives influenced (if any exist).

Following is a detailed exposition of the method for this example.
Stepl: We check to see whether dasd dominates cards:

dasd:
cards:

.1
.1

32. 1
15

=
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dasd does not dominate cards. Rather, selecting dasd implies a tradeoff of worse turnaround time
for better difference in form, material cost, and queue clearing time.
Step2: We compute the contribution differences:

dasd:
cards:

.1
.1

differences:

o

.1
.15

.25
.025

.2

-.05

+.225

+.04

.16

.2
.04

+.16

Step 3: As in WHY, we do horizontal pruning of the objectives hierarchy, but this time accounting
for negative influences as well. Should the user desire more information, he can use the DETAI1-1
command.
We proceed as follows. First, we compare the negative and positive differences \vith the largest absolute values. If the positive differences fail to outweigh the negative differences, \ve continue to
add positive differences until they do. Por this example, the largest negative difference is contributed
by x2 (-.05). The largest positive difference is due to x3 (+ .225). Since f.225) > 1-.051, \ve are done.
Step 4: We present x2 and x3 to the user. Qualitative differences in utility (c.g., 'much') are assigned
according to range of differences in the utilities of the chosen attributes (e.g., .7 to J). In this example we have:

x2

x3

dasd:

.4

cards:

.6

1
.1

-.2

+.9

differences:

So dasd is 'much' better with respect to x3, and 'slightly' worse with respect to x2.
> DETAIL USER SATISFACTION

My ability to < maximize user satisfaction> depends upon the dcgrre to ,,·hich I < minimize additional turnaround time> and < minimize the difference of the form fhe user receiv('S>. < additional
turnaround time> and < difference in the form the user receh'cs> are < equally> important in
my evaluation of < user satisfaction> .
This is accomplished by instantiating objective names and

weight~

from the ohjectives hierarchy.

While < cards> is characterized by < additional turnaround time> of < 15 > < minutes> ,
< Ics..~ > than < 32.1 > < minutes> for < dasd >, < dasd > is characterized h)' < no> < difference
in the form the user recei,'cs> , < much> < more similar to the user's request> than < cards> .
Since < additional turnaround time> and < difference in form> are cquall)1 important in my
evaluation of < user satisfaction>, < dasd > is clearly better \\'ith regard to < user satisfaction> .
The method is essentially the same as previously descrihed, but focussing on user satisfaction and
unconditionally mentioning all attributes. .
In addition, the weights on objectives are displayed hy simple inspection of the objectives hierarchy.
> DETAIL

ADDITIONAI.~ TlJRNAROIJNI)
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< additional turnaround time> is < the amount of additional time the plan delays the user's acquisition of his output> , mca..~urcd in < minutes> . The < Ies..~ > < additional turnaround time> ,
the better.

Associated with each attribute is a textual description of the attribute, its scale of measurement,
whether more or less is better, and other infonnation. Simple lookup and instantiation is used to
generate the explanation.
> RELEVANCE ADDITIONAI.I TURNAROIJND TIME
< additional turnaround tinle> is a componcnt of < user satisfaction> , alon~ ,,·ith < diffcrence in
the form the user receives>. < user satisfaction> is a component of < effcctively manage queue
space> •

This is simple traversal of the objectives hierarchy.
> DETAIL CHOICE
My objective is to < effcctivcly manage queuc space>. In ordcr to achic\'c that objcctivc I must
<maximize user satisfaction>, < minimize material costs>, < minimizc queue clearing time> ,
and < minimize time spent by the operator>. Although < cards> is < slightly> better than
< dasd > with regard to < additional turnaround time> (a component of < user satisfaction»,
< da..~d> is < much> bettcr \vith regard to < the difference in the form the user receives> (a
component of < user satisfaction», < somelvhat > better w·ith regard to < clearing time> , and
< slightly> better with regard to < additional material cost> .

This is essentially a rehash of the previous response to WilY NOT, except that all attributes are
mentioned. The magnitude of the contribution is used to determine the order in which objectives
are mentioned.
> EXPLAIN CLEARING TIME
< clearing time> is < the amount of time the plan takc.c\ fo clcar a dataset off fhe queue> , measured in < minutes> • The < less> < clearing time> , the bettcr. < clearin~ time> is a component
of < effectively manage queue space> .

EXPLAIN combines the infonnation provided by

Dr/l~AJI,

and

RJ~IJ~VAN(:I~.

< dasd > is as good or better than install \vUh rl'gard to e,·cry ohjccth·c "'hie-h nndt'rlics my choice.

This is the case where the cho5cn alternative is found to dominate another in Step 1:
dasd:
install:

.1
180

+

32.1
180

1
1

.5
5000

+

o

+

1
210

+

Since dasd dominates install, this is simply stated to the user.

4.5 Elenlents of explanation prol,ided hy other facilitie..t
In the previous sections, we have briefly addressed the structure of justifications for choices and
mechanisms for generating them. Again, we note that in using the AMVM in the context of arChapter V: Preliminary Work
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chitectures encompassing other knowledge structures, these justifications mu~t he integrated with
the explanation facilities which support these other structures. In explaining actions based on the
shallow model of section 2.3, for example, we would want not only to justify the choice of a plan,
but additionally to describe the conditions under which the plan is applicable, the steps involved
in executing the plan, and perhaps how the plan serves to resolve or circumvent a queue space crisis.
But as we discussed in section 2.6, we speculate that these additional clements of explanation could
be integrated with UTllJ with little or no modification to IJTIL itself. Por example, to respond to
'WI-IY NOT a', where a is currently in the conflict set, an 'explanation supervisor' could simply
invoke UTIL's WIlY NOT routine. If a is not currently in the conflict set, the supervisor might
instead invoke a rule explanation routine \vhich describes the conditions under \\1hich a is applicable
and indicates its failed (i.e., unmatched) conditions. In the latter case, it is a's ineligibility which
prevents its invocation rather than its desirability.

5. Refining models of choice
The purpose of refmement is threefold. First, refinement may be used to correct erroneous portions
of the approximate model captured in the initial acquisition phase. Errors in model the might be
due to biased assessments (Tversky & Kahneman (1974, 1981), 'Iershey et al. (1982)), or to incorrect or carelessly fonnulated user responses. Second, refinement provides the basis for capturing
insights gained from the exercise of initial acquisition, but not reflected in the initial model. Thjrd,
and perhaps most important, refinement provides the means to modify the model to reflect changing preferences over time. In short, refinement is a tool for incremental model restructuring.
As previously mentioned, refinement is strongly coupled with explanation. r~rom the prescriptive
point of view, UTIL's explanation component serves as a \vindo\v into ho\v choices are made. In
cases where users fail to find UTIl./s justifications convincing, they iteratively invoke UTIl/s refmement facilities to repair portions of the model until convincing justifications are generated.
From the descriptive viewpoint, users may employ UTIl/s refinement facilities to capture the
underlying basis for what they see as the 'best' choice, so that this information may be displayed in
explanations for users who did not participate in the formulation of the model. The challenge in
building a system for refinement is to provide an environment which makes it convenient for the
user to identify and repair precisely those portions of the model that fail to reflect reality.
Our preliminary work in refinement is described as fo1Jo\vs. Section 5.1 lists the isolated elements
of the AMVM which may need to be changed. Section 5.2 discusses ho\v these changes might be
organized by a refmement facility to promote effective model repair. In section 5.3 we present some
hypothetical dialogs which encompass the strategies of 5.2, and the mechanisms underlying (lJl"IL's
portion of) their generation are presented in section 5.4. Section 5.5 briefly rcflects upon the integration of the described facilities with refinement facilities for other knowledge structures.

5.1 Types of chan.ges
The design of UTIL's refinement facilities is driven by a set of expectations regarding its operation.
Specifically, we envision two broadly-defined scenarios in which refinement \vould be employed.
First, we have of.l7ine changeJ which occur outside the context of intelligent systcrn operation. For
example, a user may add an objective to the model to reflect nc\vly defined standards in the environment (e.g., the EPA issues new standards regarding the di~posal of wastes). Users may also
change the relationship between objectives in an existing model; for example, as IBM is currently
attempting to cut costs across the hoard, computer installation managers may \\?ant to increase the
relative importance of objective 'minimize material costs'. Another example, installation management will continually add and delete alternative actions to reflect configuration changes, and these
modifications might give rise to new or more detailed objectives that \vcre previously implicit in the
model's operation.
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Second, we have online changes which are motivated by choices generated hy the model during
actual intelligent system operation. As the user will not examine the explanation for every possible
choice after making an omine change, some modifications \vill undoubtedly he made online.
Both omine and online changes may necessitate one or more modifications to the 1\MVM:
•

changing weights on objectives and subobjectives,

•

changing component (attribute) value functions, including modification of returned values for
ranges of attribute values and making these ranges more detailed.

•

adding objectives or subobjectives,

•

adding or modifying context descriptions.

Changes outside, but related to the AMVM include:
•

adding alternatives,

•

changing the levels of attributes, and

•

capturing levels for newly-added attributes.

The challenge of building a refinement facility is to organize these modifications in a way which is
most convenient for the user.

5.2 Approach to refinement
In chapter III we briefly described some of the capabilities \vhich \ve \\'ould expect from a refmement facility. In this section, we elaborate on these as an introduction to the sample dialogs of the
following sections. In aU cases, the goal is to maximize the reliability of model repairs while minimizing the user's effort (itself a problem of tradeoffs among competing objectives). Capabilities of
interest include:
alternati,~cs. This

1.

Showing the user how proposed changes will affect the ranking of
allows the user to determine if additional refmement is necessary.

2.

Allowing the user to directly correct a suspicious componl'nt of an explanation. The proposed
strategy is to allow the user to highlight a portion of an explanation on the screen and to click
a FIX button on the mouse (or a PP key or some other input device). lrrIIJ would then invoke the appropriate routine for handling the modification.

3.

Guiding the user through probable errors in the modC'l ba~cd on contextual information. For
example, when a newly added alternative is misrankcd by the model, it is more probable that
a new attribute (which (i) distinguishes the new alternative from existing ones, and (ii) is valued
approximately equally for existing alternatives) should be added to the model than that existing
attribute weights are in error. Another example: \Vhen \veights on ohjcclivcs are dramatically
changed, it is probable that the user has anothcr dccision-making context in mind.

4.

Discouraging the correcfion of improbable causC's for an l'rronrous choicC'. For example, when
two alternatives fare equally with regard to a particular attribute, the \\"cight associated with
that attribute cannot be held accountable for their incorrect relative ranking. 1\ refinement facility should therefore discourage its correction.

S.

Promoting the reliability of newly-captured parameters. Por example, in capturing a subjective
index (e.g., value from 1 to 10), the refinement system should display the extreme values for
existing alternatives to give the user a 'feel' for how previous judgements \vere made.

6.

Isolating subproblems for correction. The refinement facility should promote the repair of
isolated subproblems which may be in error, as organized in the objectives hierarchy.

7.

Inferring or estimating nelf parameter valuC'S where possible. For example, when a new weight
for an objective is captured from the user, one heuristic for inferring ne\v weights for the remaining objectives is to redistrihute the remaining weight among them according to their ex-
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isting ratios. Such a strategy does not, of course, guarantee correctness, but is a more
reasonable alternative than recapturing all weights.
8.

Describing to the user a set of modifications which "'ill result in a particular ranking which he
desires. We would like the proposed system to map users' preferences among alternatives (if
these are known) into possible sets of modifications from which the user can select.

9.

Initiating the capture of new information as neCl'Ssary. Por example, when a new attribute is
added to the model, we would expect the refinement facility to initiate the capture of values
for this attribute with respect to each existing alternative.

Some of these capabilities (e.g., 8) reflect the descriptive perspective: l'he user know what the
ranking should be and attempts to encode the underlying hasis for this ranking for purposes of explanation or prediction. Others (e.g., 2) more reflcct the prescriptive view; l'he user does not know
what the ranking should be, and attempts to incrementfllly provide the infonnation needed to
produce a choice which can be satisfactorily justified.
Aspects of these capabilities are illustrated in the following sections in the context of some specific
examples.

5.3 Hypothetical dialogs
In this and the following section we present some hypothetical dialogs and hint at implementation
methods. A disclaimer: We are not ready to advocate these methods; we will need to implement
them and to test them on several examples. They are presented here only to communicate the
flavor of the approach we plan to pursue at the outset of the research.
Two dialogs are presented. The first, in which the user controls most of the intcraction, illustrates
the notion of 'repairing an explanation'. The second, in which {JTIl.l controls most of the interaction, demonstrates the notion of 'guiding the user through refinement'.
As in the section on explanation, we first present the examples in their entircty ~o as not to obscure
the dialog. Following, we reproduce the examples annotated with descriptions of some of the
methods we might employ to generate UTIL's end of the interaction.
The syntax of the examples is as follows. User responses follow the prompt symbol (» and are
CAPITALIZED. Text generatcd by UTIL appears in ordinary casco Annotations are {enclosed in
braces}. Assume that lJTII~ has access to all the information in the sample AMVM of section 1.

5.3.1 User-driven refinement: repairing an explanation

In this section we present a.n example of what we have descrihcd as repairing an explanation. The
example also demonstrates the following capabilities:
•

Values for the remaining weights are inferred rather than recaptured \vhcn one ('minimize
material costs') is changed.

•

The effects of proposed changes are displayed for the user.

•

The isolation of subproblems in the objectives hierarchy is used to infer \veights on detailed
objectives instead of asking the user to respecify them. Specifically, the component attributes
of 'maximize user satisfaction' are automatically recalculated from the newly inferred weight
for this attribute. There is no trace of this calculation in the dialog; its absence is the noteworthy point. The calculation is described in the follo\ving section, with other mechanisms.

Consider the following (very timely) refinement scenario. IBM is currently making a concerted
effort to cut internal costs. In this dialog, an operations rnanager employs lJl'll, to incrcase the
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importance of this objective in the AMVM which drives queue space management decisions. The
approach is that of displaying the appropriate part of the model using the explanation facility and
directly modifying it using the PIX command.

> DETAIL EFFECTIVELY l\·IANAGE QUEUE SPACE
My objective is to effectively manage queue space. In order to achieve that objective I nlust maximize
user satisfaction, minimize material costs, minimize queue clearing time, and minimize time spent
by the operator. Assuming that queue space is a little IOlV, maximize user satisfaction is my most
important objective, accounting" for 50% of the choice. minimize material e-osts ace-ounts for 200/0
of the choice, minimize queue clearing time accounts for 20 % , and minimize time spent by the operator accounts for the remaining 100/0.
{The user highlights the weight for minimize material costs and clicks the FIX key on the mouse}
How much more (e.g., 2 times) or less (e.g., 1/2 times) important is minimize material costs than it
used to be?

>2
O.K. From now on, the choice lvill be formulated as follows:
m'inimize material costs is my most important objecth'e, accounting for 400/0 of the choice. maXimIze
user satisfaction accounts for 37.5% of the choice , minimi~c queue clearing time ace-ounts for 15%,
and minimize time spent by the operator accounts for the r~maining 7.5%.
A~~uming all known alternativl's are eligible for execution, the old model produced the ranking:
dasd, expensive-printing, cheap-printing, copy, delete, cards, fiche, install

The new model, taking the increased importance of additional material cost into account, produces
the ranking: dasd, cheap-printing, copy, expensive-printing, delete, cards, fie-he, install
The difference is that cheap printing and copy are no\v preferred to expensive printing. Other preferences are as before.
The user might at this point use COMPARE to elicit an explanation as to \vhy, say, cheap printing
is preferred to expensive printing in order to verify that material cost is the determining factor.

5.3.2 UTIL-driven refinement
In this section we exemplify 1]'"fII/s guidance of the refinement process. As a specific case, we
discuss refmement in the context of adding an alternative. In section.3 we presented a similar dialog
in which the user was immediately satisfied with the integration. I Jere, we describe UTIl/s response in the case where the user is not satisfied.
When an alternative is added, \\'e will ordinarily need only to capture its undcrlying attributes; the
AMVM should ensure that new alternatives arc properly intcgrated with existing ones. Ilo\\'ever,
if seemingly incorrect results are produced, thcn the uscr might attcmpt to 'modify an explanation'
as exemplified in the previous section. This strategy is in accordance with the prescriptive approach
to choosing.
Alternatively, if the user is sure that one alternative is bettcr than another and this choice is not in
accordance with the AMVM, we want IJTIL, to guide him in modifying the model in order to
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produce the desired result. This strategy is more in accordance with the descriptive approach to
choosing. The following dialog illustrates this strategy. Also illustrated are:
•

how UTIL might help the user to integrate a new objective into the model;

•

how UTIL promotes the reliability of newly captured parameters by displaying relevant existing infonnation. In this example, UTIL displays the attribute values of the best and worst existing alternatives to help the user specify analogous values for the new alternative;

•

how UTIL initiates the capture of new infonnation as needed, In this example, UTIlI initiates
the capture of values for the newly-added objective with respect to existing alternatives;

•

how UTIL makes heuristic inferences regarding the probable values of parameters. In this example, UTIL captures the new objective value for only one existing alternative and generalizes
it to all alternatives. In addition, weights on objectives are inferred as in the previous section.

In the dialog that follo\vs, let us assume that copy is a ne\v alternative to be added to the existing
set. Further assume that 'minimize operator time' is not yet included as an objective. Assume, retaining the same attribute indices (i.e., x2 through xS exist and we will add xl) as in previous examples for convenience, that our existing value function is:
v(x2,x3,x4,xS) = Sj9(.S+v2(x2) + .S+v3(x3)) + 2/9+v4(x4) + 2/9+v5(xS)
This value function produces the same ranking on our alternatives (excluding copy): dasd,
expensive-printing, cheap-printing, delete, cards, fiche, install. We no\v proceed \vith the dialog.
> NEW ALTERNATIVE
Please type the name of the alternative.
> COpy
How much additional turnaround time (in minutes) for copy? As a rcfercnec point, additional
turnaround time for dasd is 32.1 minutes, and is 180 minutes for install.

> 34.2
{Assume that UTIL now captures the values for other attributes in exactly the same fashion, as in
section 3.}
Assuming queue space is, say, just a little low, the nc\v ordering on alternath'('S is:
dasd, copy, expensive-printing, cheap-printing, delete, cards, fiche, install.
Is that correct?
> NO
{If the user did not know if this wa..~ correct, he might at this point invoke (:()I\'PARE and take
control (attempt to repair an explanation). Since his response is N(), IJ1"IIJ takes over and guides
the refinement process]
Sorry. Let's correct the error.
My objective is to effectively nlanage queue space. In order to achic,~c that objective I must maximize
user satisfaction, minimize material costs, and minimize queue clearing time.
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Can you think of some aspect of copy other than user satisfaction, material eosf, and queuc clearing
time which particularly distinguishes it from the remaining altcrnati,·cs?
> YES
What is it?
> ADDITIONAL OPERATOR TIME
Would we want to
1.

maximize or

2.

minimize

additional operator time in our attempt to effectively mana2e queue space?
> 2
{UTIL would now capture other pieces of information about the objective (e.g., a canned-text definition) which are omitted here for brevity}
Does minimize additional operator time have something fo do ,,·ith
1.

maximize user satisfaction,

2.

minimize material costs,

3.

minimize queue clearing time, or

4.

none of the above?

> 4
O.K. Then I will consider mininlize additional operator time to be an objccti,'c in its own right, to
be considered with those mentioned above in order to effectively manage queue space.
Assuming queue space is a little low, how important is additional operator time relative to queue
clearing time? For example, user satisfaction is 5 times as important as queue clearing time and
material cost is equally as important as queue clearing time.
> 1/2
O.K. As things stand now, I will make choices to cfTecti,"cl)'

mana~e

queuc space as follows:

My objective is to effectively manage queue space. In order to aehic,'c that objcefh'e I must maximize
user satisfaction, minimi~e material costs, minimi~e queuc el('aring time, and minimize additional
operator time. Assuming that queue space is a little IOlv, maximize user satisfaction is my most
important objective, accounting for 50% of the choice. mininlize material ('osfs accounts for 20%
of the choice, minimize qucue clearing time accounts for 200/0, and additional op<'rator time accounts
for the remaining 10%.
Does that seem reasonable, for now?
> YES
O.K. Let's talk some more about additional operator time. Is there a quantitati,"c mea.."ure (e.g.,
dollars, minutes) with which we can measure additional operator time?
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> MINUTES

{UTIL would next capture thc component value function for thc nCll- objcrth'c. °rhis is omitted hcre,
for there are several automated methods available}

O.K. How many minutes of additional operator timc for thc new alternafi,-c

COP)'?

> 10

How many minutes of additional operator time for our best alternative, dasd?
> .1

O.K. additional operator time nevcr made much differcncc before you addt'd
assume that the other alternatives fare about the same
time. Does that sound reasonable?

a..~ da~

COP)', so I might as well
,,-ith regard to additional operator

> YES

The new ranking on alternatives is: dasd, expensive-printing, chcap-prinfinf,t, copy, delcte, cards,
fiche, install.

Does that seem reasonable?
> YF.s

Good.
Had the user still been dissatisfied with the result, UTIl.! \vould continue to probe the model with
the user (as described in the following section). We would implement such {JofIL-guided dialogs
such that the user could assume control at any point using the explanation and PIX commands.

5.4 Mechanisms en,ployed in the hypothetical dialogs
In this section we provide a description of some of the mechanisms \vhich might he implemented
to produce the dialogs of the previous section.
All responses are generated by instantiating values in respon~c templatcs. '''he templates themselves
would be selected on the basis of the context of the dialog and of the naturc of the explanation
appropriate to the situation.
l'he syntax of the dialog is as follows. As beforc, user responses follo\v the prOlnpt symbol (» and
are CAPITALIZED, and text generated by UTIL appears in ordinary ca~c. Variables in response
templates are <enclosed in angle brackets>. All elements of the dialog arc in bold, and descriptions of methods used to generate lJTIL's responscs appear in normal font_ Assume that
UTIL has access to all the information in the sample AMVM of section 1.

5.4.1 User-driven refinement: repairing an explanation
> DETAIL EFFECTIVEI.JY l\fANAGE QIJEIJE SPACE
}\ty objective is to < effccth'cly manage queue space>. In order to achie\'c that objccth-c I must
< maximize user satisfaction>, < minimize matrrial costs>, < minimizc queue clearing time>,
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and < minimize time spent by the operator>. Assuming that qucue space is < a little low>,
< maxhnize user satisfaction> is my nlost important objective, accounting for < 50 > % of the
choice. < minimize matcrial costs> accounts for < 20 > % of the choice, < minimize queue clearing
time> accounts for < 20> 0/0 , and < minimize time spent by the operator> accounts for the remaining < 10 > %.
This is accomplished by traversing the top level of the objectives hierarchy and displaying objective
names and weights. The user can use DETAIL to explore subobjcctivcs, if dcsired. Next, the user
highlights the weight for 'minimize material costs' and clicks the PIX key on the mouse.

How much more (e.g., 2 times) or
than it used to be?

Ies..~

(e.g., 1/2 times) important is < minintizc material costs>

>2
This question is in accordance with the 'ratio method' (sec Edwards 1977) of \\'cight determination.
O.K. From now on, the choice \vill be formulated as follo\\'s:
< minimize material costs> is my most important objective, accountin~ for < 40> % of the choice.
< maximize user satisfaction> accounts for < 37.5> % of the choice, < mininlizc queue clearing
time> accounts for < 15> 0/0, and < minimize time spent b)' the operator> accounts for the remaining <7.5>%.
We employ the following method for detcnnining the remaining Yleights, also in~pired by the ratio
method. Our objective is to distribute the 'total remaining weight' (in this case 1 - 2+.2 = .6)
among the remaining objectives such that the rclationship~ betwecn thc~e objectives are preserved.
The relationships (ratios) of the remaining existing weights are:
•

< maximize user satisfaction> is 5 times as important as < minimize time spent by the operator> .

•

< minimize queue clearing time> is 2 times as important as < minimize time spent by the
operator> .

The redistribution of the remaining weight is:
•

< minimize time spent by the operator> thus gcts 1/( 1
weight (.6).

•

< minimize queue clearing time> gets 2/( 1

•

+ 2 + 5) = .125 of the remaining

+ 2 + 5) = .25 of the rcmaining weight (.6).
<maximize user satisfaction> gets 5/(1 + 2 + 5) = .625 ofthc rcmaining \\'cight (.6).

Thus, the new weights arc:

= .125 + .6 = .075

•

< minimize time spent by the operator>

•

< maximize user satisfaction> = .625 + .6 = .375

•

< minimize queue clearing time>

.25

+

.6

=

.15

Note that the ratios have been preserved:

=

•

< maximize user satisfaction>
erator> .

•

< minimize queue clcaring time>
operator> .
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The new weights for top-level objectives are propagated do\vn the ohjectives hierarchy to calculate
the new weights for detailed attributes:
•

< additional turnaround time>

=

•

= .5 (objective weight) • .375 (new user satisfaction weight)

.1875

< difference in fonn>

= .5 (objective weight)

+ .375 (new user satisfaction weight)

.1875

This yields the new value function:

vex I,x2,x3,x4,x5)
.07S+vl(xl) + .37S(.S+v2(x2) + .5+v3(x3)) + .4+v4(x4) + .15+v5(x5)
= .07S+vl(xl) + .187S+v2(x2) + .187S+v3(x3) + .4+v4(x4) + .lS+vS(x5)
Note that the relationship between new weights for detailed attributes remains as before (i.e., equal).
Also note that their new values have been excluded from the display of new \veights, since refinement occurred at the top-level in the objectives hierarchy.
Assuming all known alternatives are eligible for execution, the old model produced the ranking:
< dasd, expensive-printing, cheap-printing, copy, delete, cards, fiche, install >
The new model, taking the < increa....cd > importance of < additional mat~rial cost> into account,
produces the ranking: < dasd, cheap-printing, copy, cxpcnsive-printin~, delete, cards, fiche, install >
The difference is that < cheap printing> and < copy> are no,,'
Other preferences are as before.

prcf~rrcd

to < expensive printing> .

This can be implemented by computing the rankings with the old and nc\vly modified value functions, and detennining their differences.

5.4.2 UfiL-driven refinement
The frrst issue in UTIL-driven refinement concerns the ordering of model components to explore
with the user. One approach is to employ Jcripts which express heuristic strategics for refinement.
A script is simply an ordered set of refinement actions (e.g., attempt to capture a new objective,
attempt to revise weights) appropriate to a particular refinement situation (e.g., a new alternative
was just added). UTIL would follow these scripts in ordcr to guide refincmcnt. Note that no particular script is guaranteed to minimize the user's effort; rather, scripts organize potential refinement
actions in terms of the most Hkcly causes for error as justified by heuristic arguments.
For example, in the case of a ncwly-added alternativc which is incorrectly ranked, it is probable that
an objective is missing from the hierarchy, one which has the follo\ving characteristics: (i) the objective serves to distinguish the new alternative's (dis)value \vith rcspect to existing alternatives, and
(ii) existing alternatives fare approximately equally with regard to thc missing ohjective, since it's
consideration was never before required to produce correct rankings; 'Minimize opcrator time', for
instance, is an important objective in all operator's minds, but it is not explicitly considered unless
one or more alternatives differ from the rest in tcrms of it. Continuing with the script, if a new
objective is added but the alternatives are still incorrectly ranked, \ve might ncxt focus on the utility
function(s) associated with the new objective, since these have never bcforc been tcstcd and refined,
and so on. Relationships between existing objective weights arc probably least likely to be incorrect, since these have presumably been uscd in prior choice situations with existing alternatives.
We would employ a very different script in the situation ,,,here an erroneous choice is identified in
the context of an existing model. In this case, erroneous tradeoffs (weight~) are among the more
likely candidates for correction. We will, of course, need to experiment with various scripts for
various situations.
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An alternative to scripts (which we have not yet thought much about) involves inferring the most
likely causes of error rather than encoding them. Ilcuristics for directing refinement under various
conditions might be specified in rules such as: If a new parameter has recently heen specified AND
the choice is incorrect TlIEN reassess that parameter.

Finally, we might formulate the choice of which portion of the model to verify/repair first as a
multiattribute value problem. l'he model would encompass objectives such as 'minimize user effort'
and 'minimize age of model portion' (i.e., repair newer portions first).
We now proceed to describe mechanisms which might support the other capabilities mentioned in
section 5.3.2, assuming the use of scripts.
> NEW ALTERNATIVE

Please type the name of the alternative.
> COpy

UTIL prompts the user for the values of the attributes in the AMVM. "his is trivially accomplished by referencing the names of attributes in the hierarchy. IJTI11 would also capture other
pieces of information such as a description of the component plan stcp \vhich most influences its
value, but these are omitted here for brevity.
How much < additional turnaround time> (in < minutes> ) for < copy>? As a reference point,
< additional turnaround time> for < dasd > is < 32.1 > < minut~ > , and is < 180 > < minutes >
for < install> .
> 34.2

Reference points are provided by simple lookup for the best and worst alternatives according to the
current value function. This is done so that the user can see how liberal or conservative the estimates are for existing quantitative attributes and to give the user a feel for relative values in the case
of subjective indices.
Having collected attribute valucs, UTIL shows the user ho\v the new alternative has been integrated
into the existing set; that is, UTIL displays the new ranking of alternatives, assuming all are simultaneously eligible for execution. A context (amount of ~pace left) is selected for display. Alternatively, we might display multiple rankings, each corresponding to a known context.}
Assuming queue space is, say, < just a little low> , the new orderinJt on altl'rnath'cs is:
< dasd, copy, expensive-printing,

chcap-printin~, delete,

cards, fiche, install> .

This is trivially accompHshed by presenting the alternatives as ordered by value function evaluation.
Is that correct?
> NO
Sorry. I.£t's correct the error.

UTIL now begins to follow the script for 'add an alternative'. l'he first step is to identify a missing
objective and to capture its related characteristics. Note that there is nothing in the system which
guarantees that new attributes and objectives satisfy the independence assumptions upon which the
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additive form is based. At this point we might therefore ask the user some standard questions to
verify that the independence assumptions hold (Keeney & RaifTa 1976), but these are omitted here
for brevity.
My objective is to < effectively manage queue space>. In order to achieve that objective I must
< maximize user satisfaction>, < minimize material costs>, and < minimize queue clearing
time> .
Can you think of some a..~pcct of < copy> other than < user satisfaction>, < material cost> , and
< queue clearing time> \vhich particularly distinguishes it from the remainin~ alternatives?
> YES

What is it?
> ADDITIONAL OPERATOR TIME

Would we want to

1.

maximize or

2.

minimize

< additional operator time> in our attempt to < effectively manage queue space> ?
> 2

UTIL would now capture other pieces of infonnation about the objective (such as a canned description) which are omitted here for brevity.
UTIL now establishes the position of the new objective in the objectives hierarchy.
Docs < minimize additional operator time> have something to do with
1.

< maximize user satisfaction> ,

2.

< minimize material costs> ,

3.

< minimize queue clearing time> , or

4.

none of the above?

> 4

O.K. Then I will consider < minimi~c additional operator finlc> to be an objecti,'c in its own right,
to be considered with those mentioned above in order to < ('fT('cth~el)' mana~e queue space> .

UTIL now knows that < additional operator time> is a top-level objective, so it attempts to capture its weight. Had the new objective been a component ohjcctive of one of t.he three mentioned,
UTIL would probe further to find its appropriate place in the objectives hierarchy.
Assuming queue space is < a little low> , how important is < additional operator time> rl'lative to
< queue clearing time>? For example, < user satisfaction> is < 5 tinll'S> as important as
< queue clearing time> and < material cost> is < equally> as important as < queue clearing
time>.
> 1/2

O.K. As things stand now, I will make choices to < cfTecth'cly manage queue space> as follo\vs:
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My objective is to < effectively manage queue space>. In order to achic\'c that obj~th'e I must
< maximize user satisfaction>, < minimize material costs>, < minimize queue clearing time> ,
and < minimize additional operator time>. As..c;uming that queue spacc is < a little low>,
< maximize user satisfaction> is my most important objective, accounting for < 50 > % of the
choice. < minimize material costs> accounts for < 20 > % of the choice, < minimize queuc clearing
time> accounts for < 20 > %, and and < additional operator time> accounts for the remaining
<10>0/0.
Does that seem reasonable, for now?
> YES

Using the method of section 5.4.1, UTIlJ computes the nc\v weights for exi~ting objectives, maintaining their existing ratios. Ul'Il.l now captures the subhierarchy as~ociated \vith the new objective.
O.K. Let's talk some more about < additional operator time>. Is there a quanfitati\'e measure (e.g.,
< dollars>, < minutes> ) with which we can measure < additional operator timc> ?
> MINUTES
UTIL now knows that < minimize additional operator time> has no lower level objectives. llad
the user answered NO, UTIlJ would prompt for additional objcctivc~ until the user either identified
a quantitative measure for each or could not think of any more )o\\lcr-)cvc) objectives, at which
point a subjective index would be suggested.
UTIL would next capture the component value function for the new objective. l'his is omitted
here, for there are several automated methods available.
UTIL must now capture the attribute values for existing alternatives which pertain to the new objective.
O.K. How many < minutes> of < additional operator time> for the new altl'rnath'c < copy> ?
> 10

How many < minutes> of < additional operator time> for our bc-st altcrnath"c, < dasd > ?
> .1

O.K. < additional operator tinle> nc\'c.r made much difTt'rt'ncc before yon added < copy> , so I
might as well assume that the other altcrnath'cs fare about the same as < dasd > "'ith regard to
< additional operator time>. Docs that sound rea..c;onable?
> YES
Since the new objective did not serve to distinguish the eXlsting set of alternatives, its value is assumed to be the same across alternatives. Thus, Ul'll~ only needs to capture one value. In this
example, it turns out this assumption is valid for all alternatives except install. If it is later discovered (during system operation) that this is unacceptable, it can be corrected then. Ilad the user answered NO to UTll/s last question, lJTII~ would prompt for the exceptions and their respective
values. Thus, we adopt the approach of minimizing the user's effort up front, assuming that he
may continue to tune the model either immediately or over time. ~rhe alternative strategy would
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have been to explicitly capture values for the new object ivc across all alternatives, a potentially
wasteful and effort-intensive prospect for the user.
The new ranking on alternatives is: dasd,
fiche, install

expcnsh~e-printin~, chcap-printin~,

copy, delete, cards,

Does that seem reasonable?
> YES

Good.

5.5 Elements of refinement prol,ided by other facil;tie~'i
In previous sections, we have briefly addressed the refinement of choice models and related mechanisms in the context of a 'top-level' model. Again, we note that in using the AMVM in the context
of some more encompassing architecture, these methods must be integrated \vith the refinement
facilities which support other clements of the architecture.
In the shallow model of section 2.3, for example, \ve would want not only to refine the knowledge
underlying the choice of a plan, but additionally to modify the plans themselves and the sets of
conditions under which they are applicable. But as we discussed in section 2.6, it seems that these
additional elements of refinement could be integrated with lJTl1 ~ without significant modification
to UTIL itself. A higher level 'refinement supervisor' would he necessary to coordinate the various
elements of refmement corresponding to different structures.
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Chapter VI: Researcll Plan

We will proceed as follows in continuing the work of chaptcr V to\vard the achievemcnt of the goals
of chapter II I.
We will begin with explanation, developing a minimal set of facilities that secm appealing and encompass the discourse clements identified in chapter V. Ncxt, wc will begin implementing the refinement facilities. As explanation and refinement are strongly coupled, this wilt undoubtedly
uncover additional requirements for explanation. We will continue to iterate betvvccn explanation
and refmement, using queue space management as the vehicle domain, until a stablc, appealing set
of facilities are produced.
The core implementation win be done in a Symbolics environment in I JSP. Specialized software
may be employed for constructing interfaces as the necd arises.
There are essentially three dimensions to demonstrating thc value of out results:

•

practicality: We will need to demonstrate the usefulness of our facilities for practical problems.
Toward this end, we will employ (and improve upon, if necessary) our fonnulation of the
queue space management domain, and extensively test lJTIl~ using this domain.

•

domain-independence: We need to show that our results are sufficiently general to apply to
domains beyond queue space management. To accomplish this, we \vill tcst lJTIll in some toy
domains. Likely candidates include choosing among competing entrees at dinner and choosing
an activity for a Saturday evening. The potential usefulness of such systems \vill be considered
irrelevant; domains will be chosen according to ease of kno\vledge enginecring and ease of
understandability by the general population who might read the thesis.

•

architecture-independence: While clearly a worthwhile endeavor, we do not propose to implement the sort of architectures sketched in chapter V. On the other hand, we do not wish to
completely ignore the issue of integration with other knowledge structure~. Thus, we will
speculate on this issue, sketching the potential strategies for integration. rrhis will force us to
keep modularity in mind in developing lJTIIJ. Integration will be framcd as a logical extension
of the research to be completed after graduation.

We will be infonnally evaluating lJTIL, throughout its dcvelopment. While a formal evaluation
would be highly desirable, this is another task which \\re propose to pcrfortn after graduation because of the time involved. Our plans for (infonnal) evaluation include rcvic\ving work-in-progress
with the committee mernbers, with colleagues, and with the computer operators at IBM Research
who would presumably use UTIL.
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Chapter VII: Research Contribtltions
As the proposed thesis addresses the synthesis of ideas from t\VO historically distinct fields (broadly
identified here as artificial intelligence and deciJion analyJiJ) , we separately discuss its potential
contributions to each in sections 1 and 2 respectively.

1. Contributions to artificial intelligence
We can identify two broad areas of contribution for the proposed \vork. ()ur primary contributions
will be in the areas of automated explanation and knowledge acquisition, as this is among the first
efforts to provide facilities for explaining and refining decision-theoretic choices. In particular,
UTIL will be the first domain-independent, integrated facility that \ve know of for explaining and
refming multiattribute value models.
Successful completion of the work wilt also represent a contribution to kno\vledge-based systems.
As decision-analytic models are useful for making complex choices in the context of such systems,
providing domain-independent facilities for explaining and refining these models should encourage
their employment in knowledge-based architectures. Briefly addressing the integration of facilities
for explaining and rerming decision-analytic models \vith analogous facilities for other knowledge
structures should provide added encouragement. In addition, the discussion of the AMVM-based
architecture in section 2.3 of chapter V suggests a general framework for fusing procedural, rulebased, and choice knowledge in intelligent systems where such representations are useful. While
we will not have time to implement this architecture, a slightly more detailed sketch would provide
a useful foundation for further work. In particular, our casting of the queue space management
domain in this architecture represents a step toward developing a general framework for building
more effective intelligent process control systems.

2. Contributions to decision analysis
We can identify several related contributions to decision analysis resulting from the successful
completion of UTIL.
First, the automated explanation of choices is novel to decision analysis. As \ve mentioned, UTIL
is among the frrst such efforts. This, and efforts such as (I . anglotz et a1. 19R6) may play an important role in influencing the behavior of decision makers. By providing decision makers with convincing justifications, we may he able to 'open the black box', thereby increasing the acceptance
of decision-theoretic results.
Second, urrIL represents one of the first attempts to provide for incremental prohlcm restructuring
in the context of the decision-theoretic paradigm. Such facilities are crucial for interactively capturing changing preferences over time, and this is a virtually unexplored area in the literature.
The provision of facilities for incremental problem restnlcturing also has implications for other
areas of decision analysis research. Specifically, lTfIIJ may help to reduce the perfonnance-related
demands on initial acquisition methods, for if we are armed \vith the means for incrementally tuning
decision-analytic models, we need not build flawless models on the first iteration of model construction. In particular, UTIL represents a novel approach to handling the biases of initial acquisition methods. Thus, the successful construction of lJl'II might impact research in related fields
of decision analysis.
I

The use of decision analysis for intelligent process control is also novel. While decision-analytic
models have been used in a large variety of settings, this is the first application of \vhich we are
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aware for making realtime decision-theoretic choices in the environments of complex physical system control rooms.
In summary, UTIIJ addresses issues in both artificial intelligence and decision analysis. We believe
that its successful completion would represent a contribution to both fields.
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